SPECIAL NOTICE REGARDING
CORONAVIRUS DISEASE 2019 (COVID-19)
AND PARTICIPATION IN PUBLIC MEETINGS
On March 4, 2020, Governor Newsom declared a State of Emergency resulting from the threat of
COVID-19. Governor Newsom issued Executive Order N-25-20 (3-12-20) and Executive Order
N-29-20 (3-17-20) which temporarily suspend portions of the Brown Act relative to conducting
public meetings. Subsequent thereto, Governor Newsom issued Executive Order N-33-20 (3-1920) ordering all individuals to stay at home or at their place of residence. Accordingly, it has
been determined that all Board and Workshop meetings of the San Bernardino Valley Municipal
Water District will be held pursuant to the Brown Act and will be conducted via teleconference.
There will be no public access to the meeting venue.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS WORKSHOP - RESOURCES
THURSDAY, JUNE 4, 2020 – 2:00 P.M.
PUBLIC PARTICIPATION
Public participation is welcome and encouraged. You may participate in the June 4, 2020,
meeting of the San Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District online and by telephone as
follows:

Dial-in Info: 877 853 5247 US Toll-free
Meeting ID: 979 215 700
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/979215700
If you are unable to participate online or by telephone, you may also submit your comments and
questions in writing for the District’s consideration by sending them to comments@sbvmwd.com
with the subject line “Public Comment Item #” (insert the agenda item number relevant to your
comment) or “Public Comment Non-Agenda Item”. Submit your written comments by 6:00 p.m.
on Wednesday, June 3, 2020. All public comments will be provided to the Chair and may be
read into the record or compiled as part of the record.

IMPORTANT PRIVACY NOTE: Participation in the meeting via the Zoom app is strongly enccouraged.
Please keep in mind: (1) This is a public meeting; as such, the virtual meeting information is published on
the World Wide Web and available to everyone. (2) Should you participate remotely via telephone, your
telephone number will be your “identifier” during the meeting and available to all meeting participants.
Participation in the meeting via the Zoom app is strongly encouraged; there is no way to protect your
privacy if you elect to call in to the meeting. The Zoom app is a free download.

SAN BERNARDINO VALLEY MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICT
380 E. Vanderbilt Way, San Bernardino, CA 92408
BOARD OF DIRECTORS WORKSHOP - RESOURCES
AGENDA
2:00 PM Thursday, June 4, 2020

CALL TO ORDER Chairperson: Director Hayes
Vice-Chair: Director Harrison
1.

INTRODUCTIONS

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT - Any person may address the Board on matters within its jurisdiction.

3.

SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS MEETING
3.1. May 7, 2020, Meeting (Page 3)
Summary Notes BOD Workshop - Resources 050720

4.

PRESENTATIONS
4.1. Introduction of the New Sites Reservoir Executive Director, Mr. Jerry Brown (Page 5)
Staff Memo - Introduction of New Sites Reservoir Executive Director, Mr. Jerry Brown
Sites Reservoir Executive Director Press Release

5.

DISCUSSION ITEMS
5.1. Consider Selection of Consultant for Water Use Efficiency Assessment (Page 8)
Staff Memo - Consider Selection of Consultant for Water Use Efficiency Assessment
Maureen Erbeznik Proposal
5.2. Consider Cost Share Agreement with Orange County Water District and Chino Basin Watermaster
for Aerial Imagery and LiDAR Data Collection and Processing (Page 35)
Staff Memo - Consider Cost Share Agreement with Orange County Water District and Chino Basin
Watermaster for Aerial Imagery and LiDAR Data Collection and Processing
OCWD Request for Proposals
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DMI Proposal
OCWD Cost Share Agreement
5.3. Consider Entering into an Agreement with Riverside County Parks and Open Space District to Fund
Positions for Patrol and Maintenance of our Tributaries Restoration Sites (Page 85)
Staff Memo - Consider Entering into an Agreement with Riverside County Parks and Open Space
District to Fund Positions for Patrol and Maintenance of our Tributaries Restoration Sites
Map of Restoration and Mitigation Projects
Map of Unauthorized Camps
Photographs of Unauthorized Camps
6.

DIRECTOR REQUESTS FOR CONSIDERATION
6.1. Director Requests for Consideration 06042020 (Page 93)
Staff Memo - Director Requests for Consideration
Hayes - Emergency Manual Update
Hayes - Directors' Compensation Annual Review
Hayes - Cultural Intelligence Training
Hayes - Jurassic Parliament Training
Hayes - West Valley Water District Letter

7.

ADJOURNMENT

PLEASE NOTE:
Materials related to an item on this Agenda submitted to the Board after distribution of the agenda packet are available for
public inspection in the District’s office located at 380 E. Vanderbilt Way, San Bernardino, during normal business hours. Also,
such documents are available on the District’s website at www.sbvmwd.com subject to staff’s ability to post the documents
before the meeting. The District recognizes its obligation to provide equal access to those individuals with disabilities. Please
contact Lillian Hernandez at (909) 387-9214 two working days prior to the meeting with any special requests for reasonable
accommodation.
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DATE:

June 4, 2020

TO:

Board of Directors’ Workshop - Resources

FROM:

Staff

SUBJECT:

Summary of May 7, 2020 Board of Directors’ Workshop – Resources

The Resources Workshop convened on May 7, 2020, via Zoom teleconference. Director Hayes
chaired the meeting; President Harrison and Directors Kielhold, Longville and Navarro
participated in the Workshop. Heather Dyer, Cindy Saks, Bob Tincher, Wen Huang, Kai
Palenscar, Matt Howard, and Melissa Zoba, of staff, participated in the workshop.
3. Summary of Previous Meeting
The meeting notes from the April 16, 2020, Board of Directors Workshop – Resources were
reviewed. There were no additions or changes to the meeting minutes.
4.1 Summary of Santa Ana River Watermaster Annual Report for Water Year 2018-19
Staff provided a summary of the Santa Ana Watermaster Annual Report for Water Year 201819 along with the history of the Judgments at Workshop. This year, as in prior years, the
Watermaster Committee determined that all provisions of the Orange County Judgment are
satisfied.
Action Item(s): Staff will email a copy of the presentation slides to the Directors and
incorporate the presentation slides in the agenda packet so they are available for the public.
4.2 Presentation of the Results from 2019 Change in Groundwater Storage Calculation
Staff presented the results of the 2019 Change in Storage calculation. Given the slightly
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above average Precipitation Index in 2019 and historic amount of State Water Project
imported by SBVMWD and the San Bernardino Groundwater Council, the annual change in
storage for the San Bernardino Basin, Rialto-Colton, and Yucaipa Basins increased in 2019.
However, the total storage for the San Bernardino Basin (SBB) and Rialto-Colton Basin
continues to be near historic lows which is largely due to the current drought which began in
about 1998. The Board decided to receive and file this report.
Action Item(s): Staff will post the 2019 Change in Storage report on the District website for
view by the Board of Directors and general public.
4.3 Consider Terms for an Agreement with West Valley Water District for the Cactus Basin
#2 Project
Staff presented the terms of an agreement between West Valley Water District and Valley
District to manage vegetation within Cactus Basin #2. West Valley discharges water into Basin
#2 in order to manage a perchlorate plume. This discharge has grown vegetation and both
vector control and San Bernardino County Flood Control require this vegetation to be
removed. If an agreement is formalized, environmental permitting and funding compensatory
mitigation would be the obligation of West Valley. Valley District would contribute Staff time to
help with environmental permitting as well as allow West Valley to mitigate impacts at Hidden
Valley Wetlands, a Valley District restoration project. The Board clarified that the terms as
described in the term sheet were not clearly written as true “terms”. In concept the Board
supported the roles and responsibilities described for West Valley and Valley District
associated with the term sheet. An estimate of Staff time needed to support West Valley
permitting needs will be provided to the Board when this item is next discussed.
Action Item(s): 1) Staff was requested by the Board to develop the term sheet into an
agreement with West Valley for consideration at a future Board meeting.
5. Director Requests for Consideration
None
6. Adjournment
Staff Recommendation
Receive and file.
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DATE:

June 4, 2020

TO:

Board of Directors Workshop – Resources

FROM:

Heather Dyer, General Manager

SUBJECT:

Introduction of new Sites Reservoir Executive Director, Mr. Jerry Brown

Staff will introduce the Board of Directors and staff to the new Executive Director of the Sites
Reservoir Project. Mr. Brown was appointed in late March 2020, by the Sites Reservoir
Authority, in order to provide leadership and strategy for a successful transition through the next
phase of project planning, including negotiations with Wildlife Agencies and the many interested
stakeholders. Mr. Brown will provide an update on recent project accomplishments and an
overview of upcoming milestones.

Fiscal Impact
There is no fiscal impact related to this item.
Staff Recommendation
Receive and File.
Attachment
Jerry Brown Press Release, March 26, 2020
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For Immediate Release:
March 26, 2020

Contact:
Sara M. Katz
619-813-9551
Jerry Brown Joins Sites Project Authority as Executive Director
Brown’s Expertise Critical in Supporting Next Project Stages
Sacramento, Calif. – Following a comprehensive outreach and recruitment
effort, the Sites Project Authority Board of Directors has selected Jerry Brown as
the Executive Director for Sites Reservoir.
Jerry Brown previously served as general manager of Contra Costa Water District
where he oversaw the operations and management of a large water system that
served more than 500,000 customers. In this role, he also oversaw development
of the first Los Vaqueros Reservoir expansion in 2012. Since leaving CCWD in
2019, he has been working closely with Bay Area water agencies, refuge
managers and Central Valley water users to develop the second expansion of Los
Vaqueros as a regional asset funded by Prop 1, similar to Sites Reservoir.

“As we enter the next phase of developing Sites Reservoir, the Authority Board
was looking for someone with experience navigating the complexity of water
storage development that could accelerate the pace of development. Among a
well-qualified pool of candidates, Mr. Brown stood out as the person we needed to take the project through the
next stage,” said Fritz Durst, chairman of the Sites Project Authority.
Last year, in response to a comprehensive organizational assessment directed by the Sites Project Authority and
Reservoir Committee membership, the Sites Project Authority began recruitment for an executive director who
could meet the needs of the project throughout the next phase of development. Mr. Brown will assume this role
effective March 30, 2020.
“I’m looking forward to this exciting opportunity, especially working with the Authority Board and the local
community which is so vital to the success of the project. My skills and experience along with the amazing team
of professionals already working on the project make-up a strong, dedicated group that share in the
commitment to get this project done in a manner that protects and enhances fish and wildlife and water
reliability,” said incoming executive director Jerry Brown.
Located 10 miles west of the town of Maxwell in rural Glenn and Colusa counties, the Sites Reservoir would be
an off-stream storage facility that captures and stores stormwater flows in the Sacramento River—after all other
water rights and regulatory requirements are met—for release in dry and critical years for environmental use
and for California communities, farms and businesses when it is so desperately needed.
Now more than ever, California needs to address its statewide water management challenges by implementing
innovative solutions that address the need for a sustainable and affordable water supply. Sites Reservoir will
provide a new water supply for both people and the environment, and significantly improve the state’s water
management system in drier periods and restore much needed flexibility and reliability in the system.
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Sites is an off-river reservoir proposed north of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, where it would provide unique
water supply and environmental benefits during dry and critical water years, and especially during extended
drought periods. Additional information can be found at: https://www.sitesproject.org. Follow the Sites Project
on social media @SitesProject.
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DATE:

June 4, 2020

TO:

Board of Directors Workshop – Resources

FROM:

Kristeen Farlow, Manager of Water Use Efficiency/External Affairs

SUBJECT:

Discuss Selection of Consultant for Water Use Efficiency Assessment

Over the last few years, the Valley District has seen a decrease in participation in the rebate
programs and reimbursement that we offer. In order to better understand the reason(s) for
the decline in participation, staff recommended that Valley District perform a Water Use
Efficiency Community Assessment (Assessment). This Assessment will help Valley District
better understand the water use efficiency “saturation levels” for the communities we serve,
identify barriers that may be inhibiting higher rates of participation, and identify strategies to
increase participation.
Background
On February 13, 2020, staff proposed to the Board of Directors that Valley District conduct a
Water Use Efficiency Assessment to evaluate program saturation levels. Since that time,
staff has prepared and issued the Request for Proposal (RFP) as well as conducted
consultant interviews. Kristeen Farlow and Bob Tincher, of District staff, reviewed the
proposals received and coordinated consultant interviews via GoToMeeting, which occurred
on May 6, 2020. The consultant presentations focused on the RFP’s main goals of
evaluating current programs and assessing success rates, identifying future opportunities,
as well as an implementation plan and associated costs. Both proposals considered
addressed the main goals of the project, however it throughout the interview process it
became clear that Maureen Erbeznik and Associates (MEA) was the consultant of choice.
MEA has managed 50 successful water use efficiency programs and developed 24 water
use efficiency plans for water agencies, similar to what Valley District aims to achieve
through our Water Conservation Program. Plans developed by MEA have helped other
agencies develop goals and establish long-term water use efficiency programs throughout
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California. Their proposal directly addressed the objectives that Valley District is hoping to
accomplish through our Assessment. It is anticipated that the results of the Assessment will
be a catalyst for development of a more robust long-term water conservation plan that lays
our strategy for reducing water demand over the next 5-10 years.
The second proposal was from RDN (Robert D. Niehaus, Inc.). RDN is a consultant in
California, mostly with experience focused on designing water budgets for retail water
providers. While they had good experience and have worked with a number of water
agencies, their focus historically has been on the development and implementation of water
budgets and not on water use efficiency assessments. Due to this difference in direct
experience that we are seeking for this project, staff recommends using MEA for Valley
District’s Water Use Efficiency Assessment project.
It is anticipated that the first step in the Assessment will include interviews with Valley
District’s Board of Directors, our General Manager, and interviews with Valley District’s retail
water providers. The consultant will review all of the Valley District participation rates for the
water conservation programs over the last few years, identifying trends in participation.
The timeline to complete this project is 12 weeks, but with the current climate of holding
web-based meetings, it may be extended. Staff will bring updates back to the Board
Workshop as appropriate.
Fiscal Impact
The cost for this project is $49,545. The Valley District budgeted $50,000 for this project in
budget category 6640 for fiscal year 2020/2021.
Recommended Action
Direct staff to place a consulting agreement with Maureen Erbeznik and Associates, in the
amount of $49,545 to complete a Water Use Efficiency Assessment, on the next regular
Board of Directors meeting for consideration.
Attachment
Water Use Efficiency Assessment Proposal from Maureen Erbeznik and Associates
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Project Understanding
Maureen Erbeznik & Associates (MEA) is pleased to respond to the San Bernardino Valley Municipal
Water District’s (Valley District) RFP for a Water Use Efficiency Assessment. Our team possesses a full
understanding of the work scope and has the experience to capably and proficiently perform all required
tasks as stated in the RFP.
The team will begin by critically examining end-use data, program successes/shortfalls, and distinct sociodemographic characteristics. The findings will be evaluated according to the impact on retail agency and
regional priorities, needs and goals.
Consultants will next analyze existing and potential market opportunities. Since new markets spring from a
range of possible sources, the team will look at demographic groups not currently participating, as well as
customers with unmet program needs. New partnerships and outreach networks will be explored, with
the goal to bolster customer engagement.
There will also be a search for innovative, new-to-market program measures, technologies, and delivery
mechanisms. Each will be scrutinized for program suitability based on cost-effectiveness, water savings
potential, and projected customer response. Valley District and the retailers will have the opportunity to
rate existing and potential measures, program designs, and outreach methods utilizing a score card
evaluation process developed by MEA. From the prioritized results, consultant will create a 5 to 10 year
plan of approach to implement a portfolio of effective water use efficiency programs.

EVALUATE

IDENTIFY

EVALUATE RETAILER
SERVICE AREAS &
CONSERVATIONS
PROGRAMS:

IDENTIFY MARKET
OPPORTUNITIES &
DETERMINE
STRONGEST:

• Organize &
Disaggregate Enduse Data

• Customer
Segments

• ID Program
Successes &
Shortfalls
• Characterize
Territory
Demographics
• ID Valley District &
Retailer Goals
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• Measures
• Local
Partnerships
(schools, parks,
fire depts, CBOs,
etc.)

High Performing
Programs

PRIORITIZE

Local
Partnerships

Available
Outside
Funding

Prime Market
Opportunities

ANALYZE
High
Response
Marketing &
Outreach
Retailer vs
Regional
Implementation

Future
Legislative
Compliance
Best Measures
& Technologies

PRIORITIZED
PROGRAMS:
• Program Types &
Measures
• Best Engagement
Mechanisms
• Water Savings &
Costs
• Recommended
Implementation
(Regional vs Local)
• Annual Budgets &
Schedule
• Required Staffing &
Resources
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Project Approach
The work approach will be conducted in a logical, efficient and transparent manner. Tasks will be well
detailed prior to the start of the process, with clearly defined deliverables for each task milestone. The
project tasks are discussed below, followed by detailed tables of specific tasks and deliverables.

Task 1: Evaluation of Conservation Programs
Task 1.0 – Conduct Evaluation of Retail Agency Territories and Existing Conservation Programs

The first step will be to meet with Valley District and individual retailers to garner information on both
their service area and implemented conservation programs. The Consultant Team will examine each WUE
program format, annual activity, budget, and resource requirements, as well as customer feedback and
barriers. Future budgets and available resources will be determined, and retailer priorities will be
established.
Consultants will examine housing data and land usage for each retail territory and the overall region. Sociodemographic information (such as age, race, sex, number in household, languages spoken, income levels,
poverty levels, etc.) will be reviewed. The data will identify characteristics and provide a deeper
understanding of the region, individual retail territories and unique microcosms within each. This data will
greatly enhance the team’s ability to design programs and outreach approaches that more specifically
address customer needs.
The team will work with Valley District and its retailers to identify partnership opportunities that can
further the implementation of cost-effective conservation programs. These opportunities include state
programs, energy efficiency programs, local businesses and industries, community-based organizations and
working partnerships with other local governments, schools, and fire departments.
The team will review all data and information with the key focus on water use reduction opportunities,
heightened customer engagement, and resource needs. The table below shows the anticipated tasks and
deliverables for Tasks 1.0.
Task 1.0: Evaluation of Retailer Territories and Conservation Programs
Conduct Interviews with SCVMWD and
Retailer Water Conservation Staff

•
•
•
•

Budget projections (increasing vs decreasing)
Level of customer interest/barriers in programs
Priorities for specific measures or customer sectors
Potential partners or resource in their service area

Gather Information on Retailer Programs
Implemented

•
•
•
•
•
•

Measure offered & targeted customers
Delivery mechanism (incentive, direct install, etc.)
Duration and annual activity
Costs and required resources
SCVWD/Grant funding provided
Water savings and cost effectiveness

Gather End Use Data and Organize End Users
by Sector

•
•
•

Customer counts by sector
Summary of demand by sector
Target list of highest demand and largest volume customers
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Collect General Housing and Community
Demographics

•
•

Type and age of housing stock
General demographics such as age, race, education, income,
languages spoken

Evaluate Past Programs

•
•

Assessment and scoring of past programs
Estimated saturation of devices

Evaluate Opportunities for Partnerships

•

List of potential partners and stakeholders and other critical groups
needed to work with to achieve district goals

The data and information, resulting from the above tasks (historical water conservation programs,
customer counts and end use, demographic information, etc.) will be evaluated for measure and market
opportunities.
A scorecard will be created to include evaluation criteria for existing and new programs. The key will be to
carefully develop screening criteria that will consider a broad range of factors. The team will meet with
Valley District to finalize the list of criteria. Potential criteria include:
Potential Scorecard Criteria for Evaluation of Programs:
•

Total budget

•

Cost-effectiveness

•

Certainty of water savings

•

Outside funding availability &
potential partnerships

•

Fits District and retailer’s
overall goals and plan
Available resources to
implement

•

Market opportunity

•

Customer receptivity

•

Ease of operation

•

Drives market transformation

•

Equity for all retailers

•

Additional benefits (i.e.
watershed improvements)

•

Existing and potential programs will be rated by Valley District and the planning team for each program’s
ability to deliver desired outcomes. The end goal will be to determine 1) specific market opportunities, 2)
successful existing program delivery mechanisms, 3) available retailer resources, and 4) potential
partnerships.
Task 1.1 – Identify New Innovative Measures and Approaches, Build Successful Program Model and Evaluate
Existing and Potential Water Conservation Programs

The next step involves the identification of potential conservation measures, not already offered. An
example of a new technology is, the PumpPod Water Recycling System, a water efficient system used for
Fire Department training. In addition to being an emerging technology, the PumpPod system offers an
opportunity for Valley District to, for the first time, work more closely with fire departments --a high
water-consuming end user. The universe of measures will be screened for applicability to Valley District’s
service area based on knowledge of customer water demand, market readiness, cost-effectiveness, and
input from the Valley District and retailer staff as well as experts on the project team.
With known opportunities and markets for specific technologies, the goal of Task 1.1 will be to develop
programs with consideration regarding how measures can best be delivered (marketing mechanisms,
education, financial incentives, local vs regional implementation, etc.), and combining these into
implementable conservation programs that will be accepted by customers.
5
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The planning team will meet with Valley District and the retailers to review the list of programs and do an
initial screening. Viable programs will be reworked and refined into actual program formats. Program cut
sheets will be created for each recommended program with details regarding budgets, funding, potential
market, water savings estimates, regional vs local implementation, partnerships, benefits, and marketing
approaches.
The programs will then be evaluated using the Alliance for Water Efficiency’s Water Conservation
Tracking Tool (AWE Tracking Tool) to perform the benefit-cost analyses of all programs under
consideration. As a member of AWE, Valley District can utilize this modeling tool for free. Using key
drivers from Valley District’s service area, the model quickly estimates annual total water savings and costs
by season, as well as economic benefits (a function of the avoided costs), unit costs, benefit-cost ratios,
and water bill impacts for individual programs or groups of programs. The model also allows easy
comparison of the savings and cost impacts of multiple conservation scenarios.
The full set of programs, existing and new, will then be systematically screened and ranked utilizing the
evaluation criteria. The final list of programs will include programs with maximum opportunity for
savings and high cost-benefit. In addition, successful education, information, and customer
outreach/engagement programs will be identified.
Once the final programs have been selected, the second meeting will be held with Valley District and the
retailers to gain feedback on the selected programs. The team will modify the plan based upon the
feedback. The table below shows the anticipated task and deliverables for Tasks 1.1.
Task 1.1: Develop Potential Water Conservation Programs
Identify Potential Water Conservation
Program Concepts

•
•

Program concepts list with devices, program formats, and nondevice opportunities
Assess regional vs local implementation

Evaluate How Market Changes Effect
Conservation Programming

•

Models of changing market conditions, demographics, and land use
and how it could impact selected programs

Develop Water Conservation Program
Evaluation Models

•

Program evaluation spreadsheet with tracking and evaluation
functionality

Develop Recommendations for New Water
Conservation Programs

•

Program cut sheets for recommended new programs and high
performing existing programs and strategies

Perform Economic Analysis of Selected Water
Conservation Programs

•

Economic analysis software module with budget info, annual and
lifetime water savings, and potential third-party funding

Task 2: Establish the District’s Water Use Efficiency Projections and Goals
Working in partnership with Valley District’s retail agencies, our team will gather and organize water use
data for each agency by customer class and subclass. This data will be collected during Task 1 to assist in
evaluating future opportunities within each of the retail agency’s service area. A collective database will be
created and compiled in order to disaggregate end-use data within Valley District’s territory. Spreadsheets
with details of retail agency consumption, estimated landscape usage, and market potential will be
generated.
15
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The next step will be to gather water supply and demand forecasts with and without conservation. It will
be important to note where existing demand forecasts have not been identified and remove estimates of
passive and active conservation.
After understanding the Valley District’s high-level water savings opportunity, the team will work with
Valley District to develop short- and long-term water savings projections and goals. This will include a
clear guide on how meeting the goals may change water supply and deliveries moving into the future. The
table below shows the anticipated task and deliverables for Task 2.
Task 2: Establish the District Water Use Efficiency Projects and Goals
Evaluate How Current and Projected Water
Supplies will be Impacted by Water
Conservation Activities

•

Clear guide to how meeting the goals may change water supply
and deliveries into the future

Develop Water Savings Goals

•

Short- and long-term projections and water conservation goals

Task 3: Implementation and Cost Plan
The team will finalize annual activity and budgets for each of the chosen programs, including education
and outreach programs. It will be decided whether each program will be regionally or locally implemented
and if required marketing, outreach and educational/support resources are necessary. Based upon the plan,
the required Valley District staff resources and budgets will be determined. A 5-year implementation
schedule will then be generated. The final task will be the creation of the complete Water Use Efficiency
Assessment/Plan. The document will include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Valley District’s water savings goals
Recommended and prioritized water conservation programs
Recommended regional vs local implementation
Quantification of water savings and econometric forecast model
District and retail agency roles and Valley District staffing
5-year implementation schedule including activities and budget by year
Potential outside funding opportunities

Methods for tracking the effectiveness of the plans and programs as they progress

The table on the following page shows the anticipated tasks and deliverables for Task 3.
Task 3: Implementation and Cost Plan
Develop Program Implementation
Schedule

•

5-year schedule for program implementation

Assemble Annual Budget for Selected
Programs

•

Annual budgets for selected programs and projected activity levels

Construct Detailed Resource Plan

•

Resource plan including District staffing, required outsourcing of
implementation and marketing, and other needed resources

Finalize Water Use Efficiency Assessment

•

Final Water Use Efficiency Assessment/Plan
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Consultant Team
Maureen Erbeznik & Associates has assembled an unrivaled team of water conservation experts in
response to Valley District’s RFP for the Water Use Efficiency Assessment. Our consultant team has
worked with, collectively, hundreds of California clients to provide analysis, customer response, program
design, and resource evaluations. The team possesses the depth and breadth of experience with
conservation planning to address the entire range of quantitative and qualitative requirements of Valley
District’s WUE assessment. Detailed resumes for all team members are provided in the appendices.
Project Manager
Maureen Erbeznik

Program Design & Evaluation
Implementation Plan

Demand Assessment & Use Profiles
Water Savings & Economic Analysis

Tracking Tool & Rates Model
Assistance

Maureen Erbeznik
Joanne Rector

Tom Chestnutt
David Pekelney

Mary Ann Dickinson
Bill Christiansen

Maureen Erbeznik & Associates
Maureen Erbeznik, Principal

Career Highlights:

4246 Michael Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90066
(310) 621-4577
Merbeznik58@gmail.com

•
•

Years of Experience: 31

Managed over 50 successful WUE programs and
developed 24 WUE strategic plans for water agencies.
Implemented some of the most effective landscape
programs including the distribution of 1.7 million
nozzles and the removal of 40 million square feet of
turf.

Project Role: Primary client contact with overall
responsibility for project. Lead role in research, assessment
and creation of final assessment/plan.
Joanne Rector, Consultant

Career Highlights:

1539 Best Road, Rensselaer, NY 12144
(518) 286-3428
Joanne.Rector@gmail.com

•

Designed, operated, & marketed flagship programs for
the City of San Jose, City of Santa Monica, LADWP,
Metropolitan Water District, the City of Pasadena &
more.

•

Called upon by multiple clients to “overhaul”
underperforming programs--entailing assessment and
re-engineering of customer outreach, program designs,
and resource allocations.

Years of Experience: 39

Project Role: Assist in research, assessment and plan
development.
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A&N Technical Services
Tom Chestnutt, PhD, President

Career Highlights:

839 Second Street, Suite 5, Encinitas, CA 92024
(760) 809-8868
tom@antechserv.com

•

Expertise in the fields of water utility efficiency, water
resource economics, rate design, and demand and
supply modeling.

Years of Experience: 33

•

Empirically evaluated dozens of individual conservation
programs.

Project Role: Demand assessment and economic modeling.
David Pekelney, PhD, Director of Policy Analysis

Career Highlights:

11808 Stanwood Dr., Los Angeles, CA 90066
(310) 439-1883
pekelney@antechserv.com

•

Developed software to calculate conservation program
savings and cost-effectiveness used as basis for AWE
Tracking Tool.

•

Conducted water use efficiency models for over 70
water agencies.

Years of Experience: 25

Project Role: Tracking tool program costs and savings
modeling, cost-effectiveness evaluation and financial
analysis.
Alliance for Water Efficiency
Mary Ann Dickinson, President and CEO

Career Highlights:

33 N. LaSalle Street, Suite 2275, Chicago, IL
60602
(773) 360-5100
maryann@a4we.org

•

Founder and CEO of North America’s only organization
providing assistance to water utilities in the planning
for sustainable water resource management.

•

Directed regional water conservation programs for
Metropolitan Water District’s member agencies and
sub agencies.

Years of Experience: 33

Project Role: General project advisor.
Bill Christiansen, Director of Programs
33 N. LaSalle Street, Suite 2275, Chicago, IL
60602
(773) 360-5100
bill@a4we.org
Years of Experience: 33

Career Highlights:
•

Director of all AWE programs and studies.

•

Provided AWE Tracking Tool model support for 15
utilities preparing data inputs and reporting on model
outputs.

Project Role: Technical support for the AWE Tracking Tool.
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Project Schedule
With the background knowledge and experience of the project team, we are ready to hit the ground
running. We have developed a detailed project approach that meets an aggressive project schedule. All
meetings will be held via phone calls or on-line web meeting platforms until the COVID-19 restrictions
have been lifted. It is anticipated that most program information and community demographic data will
be available through on-line reports or accessible files. The schedule can be compressed if retailer water
agency data is provided in an expeditious manner.

Schedule

Month 1

Initial Kick Off Meeting to Finalize Work
Plan

Month 2

Month 3

Month 4

Month 5

l

Retail Water Agency Interviews
Collect Information on Programs
Implemented
Collect Retail Water Agency End Use
Data
Evaluate Existing Programs
Identify Potential New Programs
Meeting to Assess Existing and New
Programs
Develop Recommendation for New &
High Performing Existing Programs

l

Meeting to Finalize Selected Programs

l

Evaluate How Supplies will be Impacted
by WUE Activities
Meeting to Determine Water Savings
Goals
Perform Economic Analysis of Selected
Programs
Develop Program Implementation
Schedule
Assemble Annual Budgets for Selected
Programs
Construct Detailed Resource Plan

l

`

Finalize Water Use Efficiency
Assessment/Plan
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Fee Schedule
Below is the fee schedule for Valley District’s Water Use Efficiency Assessment.

MEA

A&N Technical Services

AWE

Maureen
Erbeznik

Joanne
Rector

Tom
Chesnutt

David
Pekelney

Mary Ann
Dickinson

Bill
Christiansen

Task 1: Evaluation of Conservation Programs

70

25

20

3

2

10

130

$20,870

Task 2: Establish the District's Water Use
Efficiency Projection and Goals

55

25

20

3

2

10

115

$18,620

Task 3: Implementation and Cost Plan

30

20

7

1

1

5

64

$10,055

Total Hours

155

70

47

7

5

25

309

Billing Rate

$150

$150

$220

$190

$200

$125

Labor Cost

$23,250

$10,500

$10,340

$1,330

$1,000

$3,125

Task

Personnel

Total
Hours

Subtotal
by Task

$49,545
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Appendices
Appendix A – Team Strategic and Program Planning Experience
The consultant team assembled for Valley District’s Water Use Efficiency Assessment has worked
together for decades on dozens of strategic plans as well as individual program evaluations.
Reference contact information can be made available for any of the projects listed.
Below is a list of the WUE strategic plans the team has generated and the associated team members.
Project

Team Member(s)

Client

Apple Valley Rancho’s Water Use
Efficiency Master Plan

Maureen Erbeznik | Joanne Rector

Joone Lopez

California Water District’s Conservation
Plans (2013-2016 and 2017-2020)

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Ken Jenkins

Central Basin’s Water Conservation
Strategic Plans (2005 and 2011)

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Sally Flowers

City of Oxnard’s Water Conservation
Master Plan

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Dakota Corey

City of San Diego’s Water Budget Based
Billing and Long-Term Conservation
Consulting Services

Maureen Erbeznik| Joanne Rector

Kyrsten Burr-Rosenthal

City of Santa Monica’s Water
Conservation Strategic Plan

Maureen Erbeznik | Joanne Rector

Elsinore Valley MWD’s Water
Conservation Master Plan

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Rob Whipple

Inland Empire Utilities Agency’s Drought
Contingency Plan

Maureen Erbeznik | Joanne Rector

Pietro Cambiaso

Inland Empire Utilities Agency’s Water
Use Efficiency Strategic Plans (2010 and
2015)

David Pekelney | Maureen Erbeznik |
Joanne Rector

Lisa Morgan-Perales

Lake Arrowhead Community Services
District’s Water Conservation Strategic
Plan

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Mary Ann Dickinson

Municipal Water District of Orange
County’s Water Use Efficiency Master
Plan

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Joe Berg

949.444.6994

310.420.6789

323.201.5514
805.385.8339

858-922-7998
Brian Johnson
805.918.7119

951.571.7259

909.993.1639

909.993.1520

773.360.5100

714.593.5008
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Project

Team Member(s)

Client

San Diego County Water Authority’s
MWD MAAP Program Planning

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Joni German

San Francisco Public Utilities
Commission’s Water Use Efficiency
Strategic Plan

Maureen Erbeznik

Julie Ortiz

Santa Clarita Valley Family of Water
Suppliers Water Conservation Strategic
Plan

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Greg Milleman

Upper San Gabriel Valley MWD’s Water
Use Efficiency Master Plan

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Elena Layugan

Walnut Valley Water District’s Water Use
Efficiency Strategic Plan

David Pekelney | Maureen Erbeznik |
Joanne Rector

Jose Martinez

West Basin’s Water Conservation
Strategic Plans (2005 and 2010)

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Gus Meza

Western MWD’s Water Use Efficiency
Strategic Plans (2008 and 2018)

Maureen Erbeznik | Joanne Rector

Tim Barr

858.522.6705
415.554.3155

408.367.8200

626.443.2297

909.348.8240

310.660.6209

951.571.7254

Appendix B – Team Program, Measure and Market Evaluation Experience
Below is a sampling of program, measure and market evaluations the team has completed and the
associated team members.
Project

Team Member(s)

Client

Alliance for Water Efficiency Landscape
Transformation Study

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik | Joanne Rector

Peter Mayer

California Water Foundation and East
Bay Municipal Utility District WaterSmart
Home Water Report Evaluation

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney

Richard Harris

California Water Service Company
Evaluation of the CWS Multifamily
Residence Bathroom

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney

Metropolitan Water District HighEfficiency Nozzle Evaluation,
Measurement, And Verification

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney

720.318.4232

510.287.1675
Ken Jenkins
310.420.6789
Mike Hollis
213-217-7228
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Project

Team Member(s)

Client

Metropolitan Water District’s Smart
Controller Study

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Mike Hollis

Municipal Water District of Orange
County Landscape Water Use Efficiency
Programs Evaluation

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik

Joe Berg

Municipal Water District of Orange
County and Irvine Ranch Water District
Residential Runoff Reduction Study

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney

Joe Berg

Municipal Water District of Orange
County’s Turf Removal Rebate Program
Evaluation

Maureen Erbeznik | Joanne Rector

San Diego County Water Authority’s
DROP Grant Program Evaluation (2015)

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik | Joanne Rector

Joni German

San Diego County Water Authority’s
Landscape Makeover Program Evaluation

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik | Joanne Rector

Joni German

San Diego County Water Authority’s
Sustainable Landscape Program
Evaluation (2017)

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney |
Maureen Erbeznik | Joanne Rector

Joni German

Southern California Edison Evaluation,
Measurement, and Verification Plan for
the Energy-Water Partnership

Tom Chesnutt | David Pekelney

Marion Brown

213-217-7228

714.593.5008

714.593.5008
Joe Berg
714.593.5008

858.522.6705

858.522.6705

858.522.6705

951.547.1111
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Resumes
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Maureen Erbeznik and Associates

Maureen Erbeznik

Maureen has thirty-one years of experience designing, implementing
and evaluating water efficiency programs. Recognized for
outstanding strategy design and problem assessment capabilities.
Proven consensus builder with leadership style based on goal
attainment and personal credibility. Maureen has strong
organizational skills and coordinates all the aspects of water
conservation projects ensuring each project meets its goals on time
and within budget.
Maureen Erbeznik and Associates - 2001 – Present
Maureen Erbeznik owns and operates a wholly women-owned
consulting firm specializing in strategic planning, program design and
assessment, implementation and marketing campaigns for water
efficiency programs. On behalf of her clients, Maureen identifies strategies for water use efficiency
measures and diverse customer markets; secures political and community support; obtains required
funding through grants and other sources; and directs the new initiatives. Maureen has designed,
implemented and/or assessed over 50 major residential and commercial water efficiency programs.
She has led some of the most innovative multi-agency including the statewide multi-agency landscape
program FreeSprinklerNozzles.com, MWDOC’s Industrial Process Water Use Reduction Program, and
MWD’s Large Turf Incentive Program.
Past and present clients include:
•

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

•

Municipal Water District of Orange County

•

Los Angeles County Waterworks

•

Central Basin MWD

•

West Basin MWD

•

County of Santa Barbara

•

City of Malibu

•

Pasadena Water & Power

•

Metropolitan Water District

•

Western MWD

•

San Diego County Water Authority

•

City of Oxnard

•

City of San Diego

•

Southern California Gas Company

•

Southern California Edison

•

San Diego Gas & Electric

•

City of Santa Monica

•

Redwood City

•

Inland Empire Utilities Agency

•

Upper San Gabriel Valley Water District

•

Santa Clarita Valley Water Agency

•

San Francisco Public Utilities Commission

•

Walnut Valley Water District

•

Elsinore Valley Water District

•

California Water Service Company

•

Eastern MWD
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Honeywell Utility Solutions – 1990 - 2000
Honeywell Utility Solutions is a division of Honeywell serving energy and water utilities across the
nation. Honeywell Utility Solutions is contracted by utilities to provide turn-key products and services
for utilities’ residential and commercial customers. Company’s operating environment is contract-tocontract, low margin and extremely fast-paced. Company staffing levels fluctuate dramatically from
year-to-year due to market and regulatory shifts.
Maureen was responsible for start-ups, management, and profitability of all energy and water contracts in
the southwest region of the United States. Maureen managed an organization of approximately 60
professional, sales, and technical employees.
Key Accomplishments
•

Grew Southwest Regional revenue from $2 million to $6 million.

•

Dramatically increased overall profitability from 12% gross margin to 30% gross margin.

•

Responsible for starting up 7 new offices in 4 states.

•

Received Honeywell National Employee of the Year Award – 1998.

•

Made every contract start date and program performance goal. The Southwest Region was the only
region in the company to achieve this standard.
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Joanne Rector

__________

PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
Joanne Rector & Associates, Principal

(1995 – Present)

Consultant for Maureen Erbeznik & Associates on
a number of projects including California water
utility strategic plans, program evaluations, and
water industry studies. Recent projects include
AWE Landscape Transformation Study and IEUA’s
Drought Contingency Plan and Communications &
Outreach Plans.
Other consulting services included analysis and redesigns of underperforming programs on behalf of
energy and water utility clients. This included
modifications to customer outreach and marketing, field operations, resource
allocations, and program procedures.
Honeywell Inc., Regional Vice-President (1984 – 1995)

EDUCATION

American University
Washington D.C.
Graduate- Bachelor of
Science- Criminal Law

Contact
Information

Joanne.Rector@gmail.com
1539 Best Road
Rensselaer, NY 12144
310 - 729 – 5796

As Regional Vice President, Joanne was a key innovator of California’s water
and energy efficiency industry. Designed, marketed, and operated flagship
conservation programs for the City of Pasadena, San Jose, Santa Monica,
Monterey, LADWP, Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, and
more.
Many of these programs were first-of-their-kind in both customer outreach
mechanisms (door-to-door, depot delivery, community based organization
networking, etc.) and program design with turn-key installation formats, kit
hang designs, rebate, and retailer programs among them.
Operated residential, multi-family, and commercial customer programs for
energy clients included Southern California Gas Company, SCE, PG&E.
Responsible for client satisfaction, contract performance, and staff of 250-600
employees, depending on number of contracts at the time.
DMC Energy, Start Up Operations Manager (1980 – 1984)
Responsible for implementation of all new awarded contracts. This included
hiring and training of office and field staff, oversight of program computer
and systems programming, development of operational and accounting
procedures, specific to the program.
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THOMAS W. CHESNUTT, Ph.D., PStat®, CAP®
EDUCATION
1987

Ph.D., RAND Graduate School,
Public Policy Analysis, Distinction in
Economics
1985
M.Phil., RAND Graduate School,
Public Policy Analysis
1983
M.S., Georgia Institute of Technology, Technology and Science Policy
1980
B.A., Kenyon College, Ohio, High Honors in Economics
EXPERIENCE
3/86-Present — A & N Technical Services, Inc., San Diego, California
Cofounded the organization to provide state-of-the-art expertise in the fields of water sector
governance, water utility efficiency, water resource economics, rate design, water conservation, and
water system (demand and supply) modeling.
9/83-9/87 — RAND, Santa Monica, California
Worked four years as a graduate fellow performing applied policy analysis under time constraints,
primarily in the area of environmental policy. Specific applications include simultaneous equations,
nonlinear regression, James-Stein Pre-test estimators, Bayesian inference, time series analysis, and
panel data methods.
ORGANIZATIONS
The American Association for the Advancement of Science
The American Statistical Association—Accredited Professional StatisticianTM (PStat®)
The American Water Works Association & The International Water Association (IWA)
The Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences (INFORMS) CAP®
ProbabilityManagement.org, Society of Decision Professionals
PUBLICATIONS
Chesnutt, T.W., et al, Alliance for Water Efficiency Landscape Transformation Study: 2018
Analytics Report, for the Alliance for Water Efficiency, Feb. 2019.
https://www.allianceforwaterefficiency.org/impact/our-work/assessment-water-utilityprograms-and-market-readiness-evaluation
Chesnutt, T.W., D.M. Pekelney, and J. Spacht, “Water Conservation And Efficient Water Rates
Produce Lower Water Bills In Los Angeles”, Journal AWWA, 111:4, April 2019, pp 24-30.
Chesnutt, T.W., D.M. Pekelney, and J. Spacht,, Lower Water Bills: The City of Los Angeles
Shows How Water Conservation and Efficient Water Rates Produce Affordable and
Sustainable Use, A White Paper for the Alliance for Water Efficiency, Aug 2018.
Chesnutt, T.W., D.M. Pekelney, Regional Recycled Water ─ A Framework for Thinking about
Benefits, A White Paper for the Metropolitan Water District of So. California, Nov. 2016.
Chen, G., B. Prokop, T.W. Chesnutt, and D. Trad, Lower Water Bills: The City of Los Angeles
Shows How Efficient Water Rates Produce Affordable and Sustainable Use, UNESCO
Conférence Internationale Eau, Mégapoles et Changement Global, Paris, December 2015.
Chesnutt, T.W., D.L. Mitchell, Better Rates in an Uncertain World: Probability Management for
Laypeople, WaterSmart Innovations Conference, Las Vegas, NV, October 2015.
Chesnutt, T.W. and M.A. Dickinson, Flexible Rates: Planning For A Revenue-Stable, WaterEfficient Future, IWA Efficient 2015 Conference Proceedings, April 2015.
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Chesnutt, T.W., “A Balanced Approach to Water Conservation,” Journal of the American Water
Works Association, vol. 107, no. 2, pp. 42-51, Feb. 2015.
Chesnutt, T.W. and M. Hollis, Permission to Stare Uncertainty in the Face: Probability
Management for Water, IWA Performance Indicators 2015 Conference, April 2015.
Chesnutt, T.W., et al., Building Better Water Rates in an Uncertain World, A Water Rates
Handbook for the AWE as part of the Financing Sustainable Water project, August 2014.
Mitchell D. and T. Chesnutt, The AWE Sales Forecasting and Rate Model, part of the Alliance
for Water Efficiency Financing Sustainable Water project, August 2014.
http://www.financingsustainablewater.org/tools/awe-sales-forecasting-and-rate-model
Mitchell, David and T.W. Chesnutt, Evaluation of East Bay Municipal Utility District's Pilot of
WaterSmart Home Water Reports, Prepared for California Water Foundation & East Bay
Municipal Utility District, December 2013.
Chesnutt, T.W. and G. Hossein Parandvash, Applications of a High Resolution Continuous-Time
Aggregate Urban Water Demand Model: Recession and Weather-Induced Variation in the
Pacific Northwest, 7th IWA Efficient 2013, Paris, France. 22-25 October 2013.
Chesnutt, T.W., Statistical Impact Evaluation of Early Participants in Metropolitans WBIC
Rebate Program A White Paper, Prepared for MWD of Southern California, October 2012.
Beecher, J.A. and T.W. Chesnutt, Declining Sales and Water Utility Revenues: A Framework for
Understanding and Adapting. A White Paper for The Alliance for Water Efficiency
National Water Rates Summit –Racine, Wisconsin, October 24, 2012.
Chesnutt, T.W., D.M. Pekelney, D. Holt, G. Fiske, J.A. Beecher, D. Mitchell, and E. Rothstein,
A Balanced Approach to Water Conservation in Utility Planning, Water Research
Foundation, 2011. Contains the WRF Water Conservation Benefit Cost Model and the WRF
Drought Response Model for Drought Pricing.
Chesnutt, T.W., D. Holt, S. Mandel-Mosko, MWDOC Smart Timer Rebate Program Evaluation,
Prepared for the Municipal Water District of Orange County, October 2011.
Chesnutt, T.W., M. Erbeznik, Pekelney, D. Holt, Smart Landscape Programs Comprehensive
Evaluation, Prepared for the San Diego County Water Authority, June 2011.
Chesnutt, T.W., M. Erbeznik, D.M. Pekelney, Case Studies of Market Transformation as a Means
For Delivering Regional Conservation Results A White Paper, Prepared for The
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California, April 2011.
Fiske, G. and T.W. Chesnutt, The California Urban Water Conservation Council Wastewater
Avoided Cost Model: Final Report, For CUWCC and the US EPA, February 2010.
Chesnutt, T.W., R. Yamada, D.M. Pekelney, , G. Fiske, D. Mitchell, D. Holt, Drought Pricing
As A Part Of Drought Response Planning—Lessons From Drought Prone U.S., IWA Water
Efficient 2009 Conference, Sydney, October 2009.
Mitchell, D.L., T.W. Chesnutt, J.A. Beecher, D.M. Pekelney, M. Dickenson, Transforming
Water: Water Efficiency as Stimulus and Long-Term Investment, A White Paper for the
Alliance for Water Efficiency, December 2008.
Chesnutt, T.W., G. Fiske, J.A. Beecher, D.M. Pekelney, “Water Efficiency Programs for
Integrated Water Management,” Journal AWWA, 100:5, pp.132-141, May 2008.
Chesnutt, T.W., D.M. Pekelney, and D. W. Moroney, Economic Analysis: Benefit and Costs of
Water Augmentation Projects, A Report for the Los Angeles San Gabriel Watershed
Council, March 2008.
Chesnutt, T.W. and D.M. Pekelney, A Review of Planning Methods and Tools Potentially
Applicable for Advanced Treatment Technology in the Net New Water Supply Study
(NEWAS), a report for the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation, February 2006.
Additional Publications available upon Request
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DAVID M. PEKELNEY

A & N Technical Services, Inc.

EDUCATION
Ph.D., RAND Graduate School of Policy
Studies, Public Policy Analysis, January 1991.
RAND Graduate School Fellowship, 1986-1991.
Dissertation: "Analyzing Environmental Policies for
Chlorinated Solvents with a Model of Markets and
Regulations." Committee: Drs. Frank Camm (chair),
Kathleen Wolf, and Bart Bennett. Sponsor: National Science Foundation.
M.P.P., Graduate School of Public Policy, U.C. Berkeley, May 1986. Thesis: "The Use of
Taxes and Fees to Fund California's Hazardous Waste Management Programs: Who Pays?"
B.A., University of Colorado, Boulder, Distributed Major: Political Science,
Astrogeophysics, and Physics, May 1980.
EXPERIENCE
A & N Technical Services, Inc.
Director of Policy Analysis, 1993-present

Conduct economic evaluations and planning studies concerning environmental and natural
resource policies. Develop economic and statistical models, forecasts, and data bases.
Write proposals and manage research projects.
Water Resources Policy: Developed economic methods and calculation tools to evaluate water
recycling investments that have been used by utilities and government agencies both in
the San Francisco Bay Area and in Southern California. Developed cost-benefit analysis
guidelines that have since been adopted to assess urban water conservation measures in
California. Developed a software planning tool used by 28 Southern California water
agencies to calculate conservation program savings and cost-effectiveness. Evaluated the
effectiveness of a variety of water conservation programs in California and the
Southwest.
Air Quality Policy: Analyzed emissions trading credit allocation options under consideration for
a regional haze control program in the Western U.S. Analyzed air quality cost data used
to compare regulatory alternatives. Prepared issue analysis paper regarding a multi-state
emissions trading program designed to control tropospheric ozone.
South Coast Air Quality Management District
Policy Analyst (Air Quality Specialist), July 1991-November 1993

Developed air quality programs and regulations. Conducted analyses of economic and air quality
impacts of proposed air quality regulations.
Market Incentives Regulation: Designed components of RECLAIM, an emissions trading
program for the South Coast Air Basin to regulate photochemical smog. Developed a
linear programming model of the markets for RECLAIM pollutants used to evaluate the
economic and environmental impacts of the program. Key staff to the advisory and
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steering committees composed of representatives of government, environmental, labor,
and industry groups that guided program development.
Stratospheric Ozone Depletion: Designed regulatory proposals to phase out ozone depleting
compounds. Estimated the increase in demand for substitute pollutants in industries such
as aerospace, electronics, foam production, and wood products.
Research Fellow and Consulting Research Analyst
The RAND Corporation, September 1986-July 1995

Analyzed public policies with quantitative and qualitative research methods (e.g.,
microeconomics, statistics, linear/nonlinear programming, technology assessment, and
regulatory analysis). Presented formal briefings, prepared research proposals, wrote
documents for publication.
Environmental Policy: Conducted research project sponsored by the National Science
Foundation on chemicals regulation. Developed an economic model that compares
changes in technology and markets induced by alternative environmental regulations.
Regulatory and Market Incentives: Conducted a study of the incentive structure of regulations
that restrict land disposal of hazardous wastes. Analyzed data on hazardous waste
generation in California using a materials balance approach to determine the effects of
state and federal programs.
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
American Water Works Association
Association for Public Policy Analysis and Management
Association of Environmental and Resource Economists
Air and Waste Management Association
PUBLICATIONS AND REPORTS
Chesnutt, T.W., D.M. Pekelney, and J. Spacht,, Lower Water Bills: The City of Los Angeles
Shows How Water Conservation and Efficient Water Rates Produce Affordable and
Sustainable Use, A White Paper for the Alliance for Water Efficiency, Aug 2018.
Chesnutt, T.W., D.M. Pekelney, Regional Recycled Water ─ A Framework for Thinking about
Benefits, A White Paper for the Metropolitan Water District of So. California, Nov. 2016.
Chesnutt, T.W., D.M. Pekelney, D. Holt, G. Fiske, J.A. Beecher, D. Mitchell, and E. Rothstein,
A Balanced Approach to Water Conservation in Utility Planning, Water Research
Foundation, 2011. Contains the WRF Water Conservation Benefit Cost Model and the WRF
Drought Response Model for Drought Pricing.
Chesnutt, T.W., G. Fiske, J.A. Beecher, D.M. Pekelney, “Water Efficiency Programs for
Integrated Water Management,” Journal AWWA, 100:5, pp.132-141, May 2008.
Mayer P., W. DeOreo, T.W. Chesnutt, L. Summers, “Water Budgets and Rates Structures:
Innovative Management Tools, ” Journal AWWA, 100:5, pp.117-131, May 2008.
Chesnutt, T.W., D.M. Pekelney, and D. W. Moroney, Economic Analysis: Benefit and Costs of
Water Augmentation Projects, A Report for the Los Angeles San Gabriel Watershed
Council, March 2008.
Mayer P., W. DeOreo, T.W. Chesnutt, D.M. Pekelney et al. Water Budgets and Rates Structures:
Awwa Research Foundation, March 2008, 1P-4.25C-91205-03/08-NH.
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MARY ANN DICKINSON
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
_

PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
EMPLOYMENT EXPERIENCE
7/07 to present

President and CEO, Alliance for Water Efficiency
33 N LaSalle Street, Suite 2275
Chicago, IL 60602 | 773-360-5100
Founder and CEO of North America’s only organization
promoting water efficiency programs and practices, providing
assistance to water utilities and other stakeholders in the
planning for sustainable water resource management. Based
in Chicago, the non-profit organization is funded by grants and
memberships and reaches out to municipalities in the United
States and Canada. Responsible for program development
and staff supervision.
Numerous public speaking
engagements at national and international events.

1/99 to 7/07

Executive Director, California Urban Water Conservation Council
Director of the first statewide professional conservation organization composed of
393 water agencies, environmental organizations, and professional firms.
Responsible for the implementation of 14 Best Management Practices for water use
efficiency, and for reporting to the State Water Resources Control Board on the
State’s progress on these practices. Other duties include managing Council staff,
preparing reports and publications, technical assistance to members, and
coordinating with governmental agencies. Numerous public speaking engagements
at national and international events.

7/93 to 1/99

Branch Manager, Legislative and Policy Development
Metropolitan Water District of Southern California

7/89 to 10/92

Deputy Director of Public and Government Affairs, South Central Connecticut
Regional Water Authority

9/85 to 7/89

Principal Environmental Analyst, Connecticut Department of Environmental
Protection

3/78 to 6/79

Executive Director, Connecticut Council on Environmental Quality

1/72 to 3/78

Senior Environmental Analyst, Connecticut Department of Environmental
Protection
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EDUCATION
• Honors graduate, Grosse Pointe High School, Grosse Pointe, Michigan
• Bachelor’s Degree in Environmental Planning, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT
• Master's coursework in Renewable Natural Resources, Univ. of Connecticut, Storrs, CT

UNIVERSITY GUEST LECTURES GIVEN
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yale China Law Center Lecturer at Beijing Water Conservation Legislation Workshop
Demand Management Course Instructor, Jordan University of Science and Technology, Irbid, Jordan
Yale School of Forestry and Environmental Studies, New Haven, Connecticut
Trinity College, Hartford, Connecticut
University of Connecticut, Storrs, Connecticut
University of California, San Diego, California
California Polytechnical Institute, Pomona, California
Mount San Antonio College, Pomona, California

CURRENT PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS, AWARDS AND AFFILIATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•

Efficient Urban Water Management Specialist Group, International Water Association
Board Member and Past President, California Irrigation Institute
Board Member, Texas Water Foundation
Member, Water Loss Control Committee, American Water Works Association
2012 Ripple Award, American Water Works Association Water Conservation Division
2007 Excellence Award, California Urban Water Conservation Council

PAST PROFESSIONAL APPOINTMENTS AND AFFILIATIONS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

President, Lake Arrowhead Community Services District Board of Directors (elected position)
Appointed Member, EPA Advisory Commission for Safe Drinking Water Act Conservation Guidelines
Appointed Member, California State Water Plan Advisory Committee (Bulletin 160-2003)
Appointed Member, CALFED Water Use Efficiency Public Advisory Committee
Chair, Water Conservation Division, American Water Works Association
Chair, Water Conservation Committee, Association of California Water Agencies
Board Member, US Water Alliance
Board Member, Green Building Initiative
Board Member, River Network
Board Member, California South Coast Wildlands Project
Board Trustee, Connecticut Chapter of the Nature Conservancy
Co-Chair, Steering Committee, Connecticut Earth Day 20
Board Member, Connecticut Audubon Society
Treasurer and Board Member, Middlesex Land Trust
President, Wallingford Land Trust
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WILLIAM J. CHRISTIANSEN
EXPERIENCE:
10/07 to present
EXPERIENCE
18 years

Director of Programs, Alliance for Water Efficiency
33 N LaSalle Street, Suite 2275, Chicago, IL 60602
773-360-5100 | bill@a4we.org

AFFILIATIONS

Director of Programs for a stakeholder-based
nonprofit organization dedicated to the efficient and
sustainable use of water. Conduct research and
manage research projects. Assist the Alliance for
Water Efficiency (AWE) membership and the public
with technical inquiries and water conservation
program planning. Provide guidance and education
for the organization’s Water Conservation Tracking
Tool, an Excel based model that facilitates cost-benefit
analysis of water conservation programs. Provide
training on the use of the organization’s Sales
Forecasting and Rate Model, an Excel based model utilizing Monte Carlo
simulation techniques to evaluate water utility revenue risk. Regularly presents
at conferences and training workshops regarding conservation planning, water
rates, and research project results.

Member, American Water
Works Association

6/10

Committee Member,
Standard G480 Water
Conservation Practices,
American Water Works
Association

Participated in the Association for International Practical Training’s Water Here
and There, International Fellows program. Traveled extensively through China
with 12 other professionals for 21 days to share information and explore
international collaboration on global water issues.

EDUCATION AND TRAINING
National Association of
Regulatory Utility
Commissioners, Utility
Rate School
M.S., Geography, Southern
Illinois University
B.S., Recreation, Parks and
Tourism Administration,
Western Illinois University

Trustee, Water Conservation
Division, American Water
Works Association

8/02 to 9/07

International Fellow. Association for International
Practical Training. China

Planner. Planning and Management Consultants, LLC and
CDM Smith Inc. Carbondale, IL

Conducted research and analysis on a variety of water resource management
projects for Planning and Management Consultants, LLC, a consulting firm that
was ultimately acquired by CDM Smith Inc. Primary project work involved
providing assistance on water demand forecasting and water conservation
program analysis. Worked on projects in California, Colorado, Oregon, Texas,
New York, and Puerto Rico.
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DATE:

June 4, 2020

TO:

Board of Directors’ Workshop - Resources

FROM:

Chris Jones, Project Manager, Biological Resources

SUBJECT: Consider Cost Share Agreement with OCWD and Chino Basin Watermaster for
Aerial Imagery and LiDAR Data Collection and Processing

Background
Staff is requesting the Board consider entering into a cost share agreement with the Orange
County Water District (OCWD) to fund collection and processing of aerial imagery and LiDAR
in areas of the Santa Ana River watershed where impacts from activities covered by the
Upper Santa Ana River Habitat Conservation Plan (HCP or Plan) may occur. The resulting
georeferenced aerial photographs and LiDAR data will have wide ranging application for the
Biological Resources Staff and could also be used by Engineering and other staff. In
particular these datasets will be used in analyses to help establish baseline topographic,
vegetation, and hydrology conditions prior to the implementation of the HCP Covered
Activities and Conservation projects. They will also be used in analysis for the High Flow
Study in the Santa Ana River Wash, to calibrate predictive models for HCP covered species,
and to inform conservation and long-term monitoring plans for the HCP and several other
projects.
HCP Covered Activities could result in impacts to aquatic and riparian communities within
and adjacent to the Santa Ana River. The HCP also proposes many beneficial conservation
activities that are intended to increase the amount and condition of habitat in the watershed.
Since it will be a requirement of the HCP to monitor change in the quality and quantity of
riverine communities over time, it is crucial to establish a reliable baseline condition. A good
baseline imagery and LiDAR survey memorializes the quantity and condition of habitat and
topography immediately prior to the implementation of the HCP activities. The data collected
will be a reference point as the HCP monitors for quantifiable changes to the abundance,
distribution, and/or condition of habitat within our Plan area (either negative or positive).
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Once the baseline condition is established the HCP will follow up with a long-term monitoring
program in order to document changes and determine the likely cause(s) of any significant
change observed. The first step is to obtain recent high-quality aerial imagery and LiDAR to
understand and document the baseline condition of the surface hydrology and riparian
vegetation communities within the River and its tributaries.
Georeferenced aerial imagery and LiDAR data are two very different data types that provide
extremely valuable data alone, but can also be analyzed together. When data is referred to
as georeferenced, it means the image is anchored to an actual point on the ground. This is
useful when a dataset is put in a Geographic Information System (GIS) to conduct analyses
on how things related to each other in space.
Aerial imagery is a picture of the earth taken from the air. In this case it will be taken from a
fixed wing aircraft (see Image (A), below). The four-band imagery that would be gathered by
the flight described in this memo would enable us to look at the land surface and vegetation
using a typical red-blue-green (RGB) color ramp, but also add in the near infrared. This
enables a GIS analyst to have a broader range of contrasting colors to use when analyzing
differences on the image. This is useful in deciphering differentiation between different
plants and plant communities, which can be extrapolated to habitats.
LiDAR, which stands for Light Detection and Ranging, is a remote sensing tool that allows for
the measurement of surface topography using pulsed lasers.1 The lasers are projected from
a sensor on the underside of, in this case a fixed wing airplane, and bounce back off of
objects between the sensor and the ground, including different layers of vegetation,
buildings, rocks, and ground surface. The sensors record the ‘return’ of the laser. This
return can be processed to determine the elevation of the point where that laser reflected or
returned back to the sensor. These elevations can be analyzed to determine the structure of
the various levels of canopy in a plant community, as well as topography. The first return, or
top of the tallest plants, are shown in (B) of the photograph shown below. The ground
surface, or last return, is shown in (C) of the image shown below. LiDAR data can be used to
look not only at plan view surfaces, but also to create 3-dimensional cross-sections of
vegetation structure and topography.
Using these images in tandem can enables an analyst to many different things. They can
use this combined information to better determine plant types. For example, a color
signature from the aerial image might appear similar between two plants, but published
information might tell us that one of the two plants can grow to 10 feet tall, while the other
never grows taller than 1 foot tall. The heights of plants can then be discerned from the
LiDAR to help decipher which plant is which. The elevation of plants and plant communities

1

NOAA. What is lidar? National Ocean Service website,
https://oceanservice.noaa.gov/facts/lidar.html, April 15, 2020.
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relative to position on the floodplain can also be determined along with a host of other useful
information.

Figure 1 USGS. Comparison of Aerial Photo and LiDAR Image. https://www.usgs.gov/media/images/comparison-aerialphoto-and-lidar-image, Accessed May 28, 2020.

Valley District staff was approached by OCWD staff to gauge interest in partnering on a
planned flight to collect aerial photographs of the Prado Basin in July 2019 and 2020. The
data collection for the upcoming season would provide updated evidence of potential
changes in plant communities, canopy, and structure since LiDAR will also be collected.
Several large storms occurred this season that could have altered the bed, plant, and plant
community structure in portions of the Santa Ana River and other areas that could be
affected by covered activities. The purpose of the OCWD effort is to support their
assessment of vegetation health and management of non-native plant species, including
giant reed (Arundo donax). Since the Prado Basin represents a large portion of the area the
HCP will be required to monitor and our objectives are similar, staff began to explore the
possibility of collaborating on the project in a way that meets both agencies’ needs and
reduces cost and redundancy. Valley District staff expressed an interest in extending the
proposed flight area further upstream into reaches of the River where HCP covered activities
may also have impacts. This coordinated effort provides economies of scale and broader
geographic coverage of data to all parties involved.
Staff from both OCWD and Valley District worked together to determine specifications of the
aerial imagery and post processing. Once the specifications were worked out, OCWD
released a request for proposals (RFP) for both 3-band and 3-band plus infrared, 3-inch pixel
multi-spectral imagery and LiDAR (see Attachment 1). OCWD received four responses to
the RFP. The names of the four firms that responded, along with their price quote is shown
below.
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2020 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery
Contractor
Digital Mapping, Inc
HANA Resources
Tetra Tech

Quote
$91,785
$98,693
$107,820

The low bid was submitted by Digital Mapping Inc. (DMI) (see Attachment 2). Staff from both
OCWD and Valley District reviewed the proposal from DMI and determined that they meet
the requirements set forth in the RFP. OCWD staff has also reviewed references provided
by DMI and found that they successfully completed similar work in southern California and
the Santa Ana Watershed.
The geographic extent of the flight that will collect the imagery and LiDAR raw data covers
the Santa Ana River from Prado Basin to the upper extent of its tributaries on the San
Bernardino National Forest. The survey area is large because the HCP will be implementing
either Covered Activities or Conservation projects throughout the watershed. Valley District
will cover 100% of the LiDAR cost ($43,500) since this product is not a part of the project
scope that OCWD and Chino Basin Watermaster are taking on. LiDAR is important for
Valley District and the Upper Santa Ana River HCP to provide topography to facilitate
hydrologic analysis for the Seven Oaks Dam High Flow Study, as well as baseline
topographic and vegetation canopy structure information throughout the survey area which
will be key to the development of the HCP’s Long Term Monitoring and Adaptive
Management Program.
The costs related to aerial imagery for this project are divided based on geographic area of
interest for OCWD and Chino Basin Watermaster versus Valley District. The total cost for the
aerial imagery products and project management are not to exceed $48,375. OCWD and the
Chino Basin Watermaster will co-fund 30% of the overall cost ($14,100) of the aerial image,
since the Prado Basin portion of the flight covers approximately 30% of the flight area. The
proposed cost for Valley District’s share is not to exceed $34,275 or 70% of the total since
70% of the flight is beyond the area where OCWD and Chino Basin Watermaster would have
flown on their own.
The total cost for the HCP portion of this imagery is approximately $77,775. Since this cost is
part of the HCP implementation requirements, approximately 60%, or $46,665, of the Valley
District cost will be reimbursed by the HCP partners based on each agency’s HCP impacts.
Therefore, Valley District’s 40% share of the HCP portion is approximately $31,110.
Additionally, the total amount will be counted towards the non-federal matching funds
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requirement of the 2019 Section 6 HCP Planning Grant that was awarded by USFWS in
March and was approved by the Board in May 2020.
If approved, Valley District would enter into the proposed cost share agreement with OCWD
for the project (see Attachment 3) and place a line item in the fiscal year 2020/2021 budget
for this work. OCWD presented a recommendation to fund DMI to fulfill the scope of work
presented in the RFP at the May 20, 2020, OCWD Board Meeting. The item was approved
by the OCWD Board. If Valley District chooses not to participate in the project OCWD will
continue with the flight concentrating only on collection of aerial imagery in the Prado Basin.
Fiscal Impact
The fiscal impact of this item is $77,775. This work is currently included in line item 6780,
Environmental/HCP Implementation, of the proposed 2020/2021 General Fund budget. After
reimbursement by the HCP Partners the final cost to Valley District is $31,110.
Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends the Board direct staff to place this item on the next Board of Directors
regular meeting agenda for consideration.
Attachments
1) OCWD Request for Proposals
2) DMI Proposal
3) OCWD Cost Share Agreement
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April 28, 2020

REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL
FOR
2020 PRADO BASIN AND UPPER
SANTA ANA WATERSHED AERIAL
IMAGERY

PROPOSALS DUE
May 6, 2020
5:00 P.M.
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The Orange County Water District (OCWD or District) was formed in 1933 by a
special act of the California State Legislature to protect Orange County’s rights to
water in the Santa Ana River and to manage this important groundwater basin. Since
1933, the District has replenished and maintained the groundwater basin at safe
levels while more than doubling the basin’s annual yield. This important source
provides local groundwater producers with a reliable supply of high-quality water.
1 INTRODUCTION
OCWD is seeking proposals from firms that are qualified to provide orthogonal aerial
and light detection and ranging (LiDAR) imagery for the area shown in Figure 1:
Mapping Boundary. The goal of the imagery acquisition is to obtain high quality, high
accuracy aerial imagery in Prado Basin and portions of the Upper Santa Ana
Watershed for vegetation analysis and related geospatial analyses. The purpose of
this Request for Proposal (RFP) is to identify firms that have the capacity to execute
the project and establish a cost to provide the services for color orthophotography and
LiDAR.

Figure 1: Mapping Boundary
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2 PROJECT OBJECTIVES
This aerial imagery acquisition project will be true color, high resolution and spatially
accurate aerial imagery that can be used by OCWD, Chino Basin Watermaster, San
Bernardino Valley Municipal Water District and other stakeholders. The imagery will be
flown during the summer 2020 (approximately the first week of July 2020). The project
will require aerial imagery at a three-inch resolution and LiDAR that meets USGS
Quality Level 1 (QL1). This RFP is written to describe OCWD’s requirements. This
RFP describes the project, required scope of services, project milestones, selection
process and minimum information that must be included in the proposal. The
proposals shall include, at a minimum the tasks outlined in the RFP.
The main objectives of this project are:
1. to obtain a seamless digital imagery product for visualization and analytical
purposes that can be used in geographic information systems (GIS) and/or
computer-aided design (CAD) software;
2. to acquire a product to verify and update vegetation types and classifications;
3. to acquire a product that will facilitate identification of changes from previous aerial
surveys and will allow analysis in a digital environment;
4. to acquire a mosaic dataset that references the imagery and identifies metadata
(to include pixel storage definitions, geo-referencing, processing, format, and so
forth);
5. to obtain a product that can be used in conjunction with other digital spatial
databases currently stored in ArcGIS (shapefile and geodatabase formats) or
CAD;
6. to obtain a product that can be integrated with other available vector and raster
data in the study area;
3 PROFESSIONAL STANDARDS and PRACTICES
This RFP is intended to identify aerial photography firms with the necessary
equipment, experience and personnel needed to create quality geo-referenced
imagery and other associated derived products in accordance with the requirements
outlined in the Project Specifications. OCWD desires that firms proposing for this work
be a self-contained firm with turnkey services, experience, aircraft, processing
equipment and photogrammetric expertise to ensure that the vendor project team can
deliver professional quality products in a timely and cost-effective manner.
4

COLLECTION REQUIREMENTS
4.1.1 AERIAL IMAGERY – RGB & INFRARED
Cloud free imagery is required for this project. Therefore, an extension of the
flight collection end-date is possible if no cloud-free days occur during the
proposed collection period. The imagery shall not be captured when the ground is
obscured by other factors such as flooding, excessive haze, excessive heat,
smoke, or other obscuring atmospheric conditions. Aerial photography will be
conducted between 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM to provide required sun angle to
optimize radiometry of imagery (minimum 45 degrees) to minimize shadowing.
Firms shall use good professional judgment and narrow the collection window, if
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necessary, to produce optimum results. The flight crew will then acquire the
digital images when all the factors are satisfied. All aerial photography conducted
for this project will conform to the specifications established by the American
Society for Photogrammetry and Remote Sensing (ASPRS) Draft Aerial
Photography Standard (1995). Airborne GPS controls will be used in the
development of the digital orthophotos.
4.1.2 LiDAR IMAGERY
The contractor will follow LIDAR specifications to comply with a USGS Quality
Level 1 (QL1) for data acquisition and processing. These include but are not limited
to the following specifications:
• An aggregate nominal pulse density (ANPD) of 8 pulses per square meter
or greater to allow for vegetation related studies.
• A scan angle of less than or equal to 20°
• 50% overlap with a minimum of 30%, preferably with opposing flight lines
and no voids between swaths.
• Include a 50-meter buffer outside of the project boundaries delineated in
Yellow and/or Green in Figure 1.
• All GPS measurements shall be made with dual frequency L1-L2 receivers
with carrier-phase correction. All GPS measurements shall be made during
periods with PDOP less than or equal to 3.0 and with a least 6 satellites in
common view of both a stationary reference and the roving receiver.
• Stationary reference receivers shall be located at existing National
Geodetic Survey (NGS) marks or at new marks. In the case of an existing
mark, its location shall be verified by processing one GPS sessions of at
least two hours duration and comparing the computed position with the
position published by NGS. Each new mark shall be located by tying to one
or more NGS Continuously Operating Reference Stations (CORS) by static
GPS methods. If the distance to the nearest CORS is less than 80 km, use
at least 2 independent GPS sessions, each at least 2 hours long. If the
distance to the nearest CORS is greater than 80 km, use at least 2
sessions each at least 4 hours long.
• The coordinate system should be the same as the color imagery.
Product deliverables shall include:
• Classified LAS 1.4 files
• Bare earth raster surface at 1-m resolution or better
• Highest hit (first return) raster surface with the same resolution and
extent as the bare earth raster surface
• Intensity image
• Shapefiles with flight trajectories, tiling and swath boundaries
• A Report of the work performed describing survey methods, the
identity, published position, and measured position of all existing
NGS marks used for reference stations, flight boundaries, coordinate
systems and datums, results, spatial accuracy assessment,
including RMSE for relative and absolute accuracies and formal
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metadata as specified by the Federal Geographic Data Committee's
(FGDC).
5 IMAGERY SPECIFICATIONS – REQUIREMENTS
Each imagery specification option will be priced separately with any optional elements
that the successful firm desires to present. The OCWD Project Team will require the
following in the scope of services at the time of agreement award:
a. The aerial photography for three-inch (3”) pixel (GSD = Ground Sample Distance)
(1”=50’ mapping scale) imagery will be acquired for the entire RGB area in Figure
1 which in total is approximately 62.5mi2/161.9km2. The photo scale of 1”=50’, for
all geographic extents abovementioned. Specifically, the imagery needs to be with
a horizontal accuracy to National Map Standards 1”=50’ (+/- 1.6 ft) from true
location at 90% confidence level.
b. Natural Color Imagery (RGB):
• Option 1: 24 bit (3 bands x 8 bits/band) digital camera collections will
include collection of multi-spectral imagery. This true color imagery will be
required in two raster file formats (GEOTIFF and Mr. SID).
• Option 2: 24 bit (3 bands x 8 bits/band) and infrared digital camera
collections will include collection of multi-spectral imagery. The true color
imagery will be required in two raster file formats (GEOTIFF and Mr.
SID).
c. Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR)
• Option 3: LiDAR imaging which complies with USGS Quality Level 1 (QL1)
for Priority Areas only (Green outline in Figure 1). This area covers
approximately 42.4 mi2/109.9 km2.
• Option 4: LiDAR imaging which complies with USGS Quality Level 1
(QL1) above for both Priority and Extended Areas (Combined Green and
Yellow outline in Figure 1). This area covers approximately
53.7mi2/139.8km2.
d. As solely determined by the OCWD Project Manager, images must be free of
significant defects or inconsistencies in tone, contrast or color within an individual
tile and/or between adjacent image tiles; color and contrast shall be natural – no
bias towards a single shade or color; samples from the same sensor proposed for
this project shall be provided; image shall be free of striping, banding, washouts,
and hot spots. Some allowance for high reflection over water will be made. Feature
extraction should be possible in lightly shaded areas.
e. Cloud free RGB & Infrared imagery is required. The imagery shall not be captured
when the ground is obscured by other factors such as flooding, excessive haze,
smoke, extreme heat, or other obscuring atmospheric conditions. Aerial
photography shall be conducted between 10:00 AM and 2:00 PM to provide
required sun angle to optimize radiometry of imagery (minimum 45 degrees) in
order to minimize shadowing.
f. The spatial resolution will be three-inch resolution.
g. The projection required will be California State Plane Coordinate System, Zone
(5 and 6) US feet, Datum NAD83.
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NAD_1983_StatePlane_California_VI_FIPS_0406_Feet
WKID: 2230 Authority: EPSG
Projection: Lambert_Conformal_Conic
False_Easting: 6561666.666666666
False_Northing: 1640416.666666667
Central_Meridian: -116.25
Standard_Parallel_1: 32.78333333333333
Standard_Parallel_2: 33.88333333333333
Latitude_Of_Origin: 32.16666666666666
Linear Unit: Foot_US (0.3048006096012192)
Geographic Coordinate System: GCS_North_American_1983
Angular Unit: Degree (0.0174532925199433)
Prime Meridian: Greenwich (0.0)
Datum: D_North_American_1983
Spheroid: GRS_1980
Semimajor Axis: 6378137.0
Semiminor Axis: 6356752.314140356
Inverse Flattening: 298.257222101
h. The OCWD Project Team will require an initial flight of the area shown in Figure 2:
Quality Control Flight to serve as a pilot survey to perform quality control (QC)
regarding the: a) seamlessness, b) accuracy, and c) true color and color balance
across image tiles and to provide feedback to the vendor.
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Figure 2: Quality Control Flight
The successful firm shall provide pilot samples of the captured following award of
the agreement and prior to the aerial photography of Figure 1: Mapping Boundary
in July. Based on these pilot samples the consultant will receive quality control
feedback from OCWD. In the case that OCWD determines that the aerial imagery
does not comply with the agreed specifications, the vendor will take the necessary
steps to comply with required changes. The successful firm will develop and
deliver, together with the aerial imagery, metadata that follows the FGDC metadata
standards and describes the: flight date, time, line, area name or grid number,
weather conditions, resolution, geographic projection, horizontal and vertical datum
accuracy, and photographic equipment that was used for capturing the imagery.
6 GENERAL SCOPE OF WORK
Task 1: Project Management
The consultant shall assemble a team and provide one lead individual, the
Project Manager (PM), who shall bear overall responsibility for all services
as outlined in this RFP and who shall report directly to the District’s Project
Manager.
A project kickoff meeting shall be held at OCWD’s Fountain Valley office
discuss the proposed work plan, data collection requests, schedule, and
project communications.
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For the duration of the project, the consultant shall provide project
management services to satisfy the schedule requirements and efficiently
manage the work.
Task 2: Initial Flight for Quality Control (Option 1 & 2 – 3 band and infrared imagery)
Conduct aerial photography fight of area shown in Figure 2: Quality
Control Flight
Provide data to OCWD Project Manager for review and approval.
Task 3: Initial Flight for Quality Control (Option 3 & 4 LiDAR imagery)
Conduct aerial LiDAR imagery fight of area shown in Figure 2: Quality
Control Flight
Provide data to OCWD Project Manager for review and approval.
Task 4: Data Collection and Reporting (Option 1 – 3 band)
The consultant shall c o l l e c t the a e r i a l i m a g e r y data required to
complete the project and process the imagery data.
Submit all required data in electronic format to OCWD. No printed copies
will be needed.
Task 5: Data Collection and Reporting (Option 2 – 3 band and infrared imagery)
The consultant shall c o l l e c t the a e r i a l i m a g e r y data required to
complete the project and process the imagery data.
Submit all required data in electronic format to OCWD. No printed copies
will be needed.
Task 6: Data Collection and Reporting (Option 3 – LiDAR of only Priority Sites)
The consultant shall c o l l e c t the a e r i a l i m a g e r y data required to
complete the project and process the imagery data.
Submit all required data in electronic format to OCWD. No printed copies
will be needed.
Task 7: Data Collection and Reporting (Option 4 – LiDAR of Priority and Extended
Sites)
The consultant shall c o l l e c t the a e r i a l i m a g e r y data required to
complete the project and process the imagery data.
Submit all required data in electronic format to OCWD. No printed copies
will be needed.
At OCWD’s sole discretion, OCWD will determine if Option 1 (3 band) or Option 2 (3 band
and infrared) imagery will be collected. Additionally, OCWD will determine if Option 3
(LiDAR Priority Sites) or Option 4 (LiDAR at Priority and Extended Sites) imagery will be
collected. OCWD will inform the consultant if Task 4 or Task 5 will be implemented. It is
anticipated that either Task 4 or Task 5 will be implemented, not both Task 4 and Task
5. Further, OCWD will inform the consultant if Task 6 or Task 7 will be implemented it is
anticipated that either Task 6 or Task 7 will be implemented, not both Task 6 and Task
7.
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7 PROJECT SCHEDULE
The District anticipates that the process for selecting a consultant, awarding the
agreement, and execution of the work would be according to the following
tentative schedule:
Issue RFP
April 28, 2020
Proposal Due Date – 5:00 P.M.
May 6, 2020
Agreement Award
May 23, 2020
Agreement Execution
May 30, 2020
Kick-Off Meeting
June 5, 2020
Quality Control data submittal
June 17, 2020
Aerial Photography flight
week of July 1
Submission of data to OCWD
August 9, 2020
8 ELEMENTS OF PROPOSAL
Please include the following in your proposal:
1. Cover letter.
2. The proposal shall be limited to ten (10) one-sided pages with type no
smaller than 11-point font. The ten-page limit excludes cover letter, tabs,
dividers, table of contents, executive summary and resumes.
3. Scope of Work, a discussion of the consultant’s understanding and
approach to the project and a breakdown and explanation of project tasks.
4. Project team description (with resumes of key personnel), briefly
emphasizing experience and capabilities of key project members as
related to the outlined scope of work. Include the home office and location
of each project team member.
5. Representative project experience, including a brief description of the
work performed the period in which the work was performed, the contract
value, and client contact information, including name, address, and
telephone number.
6. A statement that the Consultant has read and can comply with the following
insurance requirements: $2Million for Commercial General Liability insurance,
$1Million for Automobile Liability insurance (including Additional Insured
endorsements for both General Liability and Automobile Liability insurance),
$1Million for Workers’ Compensation insurance (including Waiver of
Subrogation endorsement for Workers’ Compensation) and $1Million for
Professional Liability insurance.
7. Fee proposal - submitted in a separate, sealed envelope. Provide a
matrix table of the lump sum cost for each project task. The fee proposal
shall be based on services provided on a lump sum basis for each task
with a total not-to-exceed fee. The not-to-exceed fee should be presented
as the total (aggregate) for Task 1, 2, 4 and 6 and the not to exceed fee
should also be shown separately as the total (aggregate) for Tasks 1, 2, 4
and 7. Additionally, the not-to-exceed fee should be presented as the total
(aggregate) for Task 1, 3, 5 and 6 and the not to exceed fee should also be
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shown separately as the total (aggregate) for Tasks 1, 3, 5 and 7 as shown
in Table 1 below.

Table 1
Format of Fee Proposal
Task Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
Not-to Exceed Total for Task 1, 2, 4 and 6
Not-to Exceed Total for Task 1, 2, 4 and 7
Not-to Exceed Total for Task 1, 3, 5 and 6
Not-to Exceed Total for Task 1, 3, 5 and 7

Proposed Fee

9 SELECTION PROCESS
Selection of the consultant will be based upon the proposal contents, understanding
and approach to the work, prior experience of the firm, specific experience and
capabilities of the project team members, and fee proposal. The team members
should be competent in all areas outlined under the scope of work above. The
District may hold interviews and include interview scoring as a portion of selection.
Based upon this information, OCWD staff will recommend a firm to OCWD’s Board of
Directors for award of an agreement. The selected firm must be able to begin work
immediately upon execution of Agreement and must be able to maintain the required
level of effort throughout the entirety of the project. The evaluation criteria listed in
the OCWD Proposal Evaluation Form (Exhibit A) will be used to evaluate each
consultant. Interviews may or may not be a part of the selection process.

10 PRE-SUBMITTAL ACTIVITIES
1. Questions Concerning Request for Proposals
All questions regarding the RFQ should be presented in
writing to: Orange County Water District
Attn: Kevin O’Toole
18700 Ward Street
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Phone: (714) 378-8248
kotoole@ocwd.com
2. Pre-Proposal Meeting
There will be no pre-proposal meeting for this scope of work.
3. Revision to the Request for Proposals
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The District reserves the right to revise the RFQ prior to the date the proposals
are due. The District reserves the right to extend the date by which the
Proposals are due.
4. Proposal Due Date
Sealed proposals will be accepted at the office of the Orange County Water
District, 18700 Ward Street, Fountain Valley, California 92708, until 5:00 PM
local time on Wednesday, May 6, 2020. The proposal shall include one (1)
digital PDF of the proposal document and price quote. The proposals should be
submitted by email to Kevin O’Toole at kotoole@ocwd.com
Proposals will be reviewed by OCWD staff and recommendations for issuance
of a Professional Services Agreement to the successful proposer are
anticipated to be made to the OCWD Board of Directors on May 20, 2020.
Failure to submit information in accordance with these requirements and
procedures may result in disqualification.
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EXHIBIT A
OCWD PROPOSAL EVALUATION FORM
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ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT PROPOSAL EVALUATION FORM
Project: Aerial Imagery
Proposing Firm:

Reviewer:

Weighting
(%)

Criteria
Approach and Understanding of the
1 Work

25

2 Work Plan and Schedule

25

Project Experience & Record of
3 Success on Similar Projects

25

4 Project Team

25

Total

Score
(100)

Weighted
Score

Comments

100

Scoring:
100 = Excellent
85 = Above Average
75 = Average
65 = Below Average
50 = Poor
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DIGITAL MAPPING, INC. – PROPOSAL FOR
ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT
2020 PRADO BASIN AND UPPER SANTA ANA WATERSHED AERIAL IMAGERY
RFP Due Date: May 6, 2020 5:00pm

Prepared for:
Kevin O’Toole
Senior Planner
Orange County Water District (OCWD)
18700 Ward Street
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Phone: (714) 378-8248
kotoole@ocwd.com

1

Prepared by:
Gencaga (Gen)Aliyazicioglu
CFO & Sr Project Manager
Digital Mapping, Inc. (DMI)
21062 Brookhurst St, Suite 101
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
(714) 968-5459
gen@admap.com
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Kevin O’Toole
Senior Planner
Orange County Water District (OCWD)
18700 Ward Street
Fountain Valley, CA 92708

RE: RFP – 2020 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery

Dear Mr. O’Toole,
Digital Mapping, Inc. (DMI) is delighted to submit our quote and technical approach in response to your request for
proposal for “2020 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery” project. We have no doubt that
our firm is exceptionally capable of satisfying all of Orange County Water District’s (OCWD) requirements.
DMI has been a trusted provider of digital mapping, geospatial data, and photogrammetric solutions for over past
32 years. DMI has extensive experience in providing high accuracy imagery and LiDAR data sets throughout the
United States with projects similar in size and scope to what is described in this RFP. Most recently in 2019 we have
completed 1,272 square miles of 3” orthophotography project for Orange County Fire Authority, 2,000 square miles
of orthophotography and building footprint project (3” and 6”) for Mesa County, CO, and 2,500 square miles of QL1
LiDAR data collection and processing for County of Tuolumne CA.
DMI has extensive experience around the project area. We have completed different projects covering the project
area with various project deliverables.
•

In 2019 DMI successfully completed “2019 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery”
for OCWD.

•

In 2015, for its client Orange County Public Works DMI successfully completed aerial imagery and LiDAR
project covering Prado Basin area. DMI’s final deliverables for this project were 2” color digital orthophoto,
Lidar derived DEM (Digital Elevation Model), DTM (Digital Terrain Model) with breaklines and 1’ interval
contours data.

DMI understands that the main purpose of this project is to obtain 3” resolution digital orthophotography and QL1
LiDAR products covering OCWD’s area of interest (AOI). Our anticipated scope of service is in conjunction with the
OCWD’s requirements upon the industry’s leading turnkey airborne digital mapping camera DMC IIe 230 and
Optech ALTM Galaxy T1000 LiDAR sensor.
We will deploy our aircrafts equipped with our DMC Ile 230 sensor (equipped with ABGPS/IMU system) based in
Chino Airport while working two daily shifts to ensure a timely and successful delivery. In addition to our expertise
in 4 band orthophotography services and LiDAR acquisition and processing, we believe that our proximity to project
area and extensive knowledge of local flight conditions (and restrictions) will enable us to deliver high quality product
within desired delivery time.
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Following briefly summarizes DMI’s exceptional geospatial services throughout the 32 years of being in business;
our overall approach integrates three (3) important elements and strengths:
1. Methodology – Our methodology is straightforward, although it follows a traditional photogrammetric
approach, we integrate high value digital processing techniques, which we explain further in the Scope of
Work section of this submittal.
2. Experience – We employ top-qualified professionals (photogrammetrist, pilots, land surveyors, analysts
and data technicians) to ensure the effectiveness and efficiency of our production by delivering a product
that is unblemished and absolute. Our professional will streamline our post-processing and compilation
procedures allowing us to meet the timeframe set out by OCWD.
3. Value – We have been a trustworthy aerial mapping provider to numerous private entities, federal, state,
and local government agencies such as USFS, USGS, USDA, NGA, NOAA, USACE, Counties, Cities and local
engineers. Since 1987, we have a history of providing effective GIS database development and resourceful
spatial analysis to both domestic and international clients. With the support of our experienced team and
significant resources, DMI has undertaken both small to large projects throughout the United States.
Our project manager Mr. Gencaga Aliyazicioglu (Gen), has over 40+ years of photogrammetric and geospatial
experience and still manages to make DMI a household name throughout the industry, by offering quality aerial
mapping services and products. Mr. Aliyazicioglu will be responsible for ensuring that the delivered service items
meet the correctness and completeness set forth by OCWD.
DMI has read and can comply with insurance requirements set forth in the RFQ. We will be available to start work
immediately. We believe that you will find the contents of our proposal not only informative but also precisely
targeted to meet the OCWD’s requirements.

Sincerely,

Gencaga (Gen) Aliyazicioglu
Certified Photogrammetrist | CFO | Sr. Project Manager
Digital Mapping, Inc. (DMI)
21062 Brookhurst St, Suite 101
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
(714) 968-5459
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A.) EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
DMI understands that the main purpose of this project is to obtain 3” resolution digital orthophotography and QL1
LiDAR products covering OCWD’s area of interest (AOI). For the important project DMI will deploy its FAA compliant
aircrafts equipped with DMI-IIe Digital Mapping Camera and OPTECH ALTM Galaxy T1000 LiDAR sensor for imagery
and LiDAR data acquisition. DMI is very close to and familiar with the project area. In 2019 DMI successfully
completed “2019 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery” for OCWD.

A.1.) Company Profile
Digital Mapping, Inc. (DMI) is a California Corporation and a woman owned business WBE, MBE, SBE certified by
the State of California, Office of Small and Minority Business in the County of Los Angeles and San Bernardino, and
a variety of other municipalities and districts. DMI has more than 32 years of experience in aerial photography,
digital photogrammetry, LiDAR capture and processing, digital orthophotography, topographic and planimetric
mapping, and related services. DMI has carried out a large portion of work throughout out the United States.
Firm Name:
Digital Mapping, Inc. (DMI)
Office Locations:
21062 Brookhurst Street, Suite 101
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
Flight Operations Hangar Location:
7000 Merrill Avenue, Hangar 60 (PO Box 84)
Chino, CA 91710
Telephone/Fax:
(P) 714-968-5459 (F) 714-968-2429
Type of Ownership:
Year Establish:
C Corporation
1987
President, CEO:
VP, PLS
Liliana Aliyazicioglu
Dennis Dillman
CFO. Sr. Project Manager:
Gencaga (Gen) Aliyazicioglu

Our Services:
• Topographic / Planimetric Map Production
• GIS Database Development
• Orthophoto and Oblique Map Production
• Map Graphics Production
• Aerial Triangulation / Digital Terrain Model /
Digital Elevation Model
• Geographic Information Systems
• Digital Imagery Acquisition and Processing
• LiDAR Acquisition and Processing
• Imagery Derived Products (Land Use / Land
Cover)
• Airborne GPS / Remote Sensing
• Land Surveying

A.2.) Airborne Capabilities

DMC IIe230
Digital Mapping Camera

DMC I
Digital Mapping Camera

Optech ALTM Galaxy T1000
LiDAR Sensor

Chieftain Navajo

Beechcraft Bonanza

Geranimo

Optech Gemini
LiDAR Sensor
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B.) SCOPE OF WORK
B.1.) Project Understanding and Overview
DMI understands that the main purpose of this project is to obtain 3” resolution digital orthophotography and QL1
LiDAR products covering OCWD’s area of interest (AOI). For the important project DMI will deploy its FAA compliant
aircrafts equipped with DMI-IIe Digital Mapping Camera and OPTECH ALTM Galaxy T1000 LiDAR sensor for imagery
and LiDAR data acquisition.
DMI has completed numerous orthophotography and LiDAR processing projects enabling us to achieve an efficient
workflow to deliver high quality products within desired delivery schedule. This section of the proposal will provide
in-depth technical descriptions on DMI’s process methodology on collecting, processing, and delivering the required
data for this project. DMI has created a functional and operational project plan that is quality controlled to ensure
a successful project completion.
Table 1. Product Specifications and Deliverables
General Specs
Products

3” color digital orthophoto, QL1 LiDAR data and derived products
Orthophotography: 6 inch RMSE (2 pixels per ASPRS Class 1)

Accuracy:

LiDAR Vertical Accuracy: 10 cm vertical class per ASPRS standards

Tiling Index

provided by the OCWD

Acquisition Window

Summer 2020 (First week of July 2020

Deliverables
Aerial Data Acquisition

•
•

Exposure Points / Flight Lines (gdb)
Flight Reports

Ground Surveying

•

Ground Control Point Locations and Survey Report

Aerial Triangulation

•

Aerial Triangulation Report (pdf)

Orthophotography

•
•
•

Uncompressed 3-Band (or 4 band) Imagery in GeoTIFF format
Camera Calibration Report (pdf)
FGDC compliant Metadata

•

Classified (standard) LiDAR point clould in .las format (LAS 1.4 Point
Data)
Bare earth raster surface at 1-m resolution or better
Highest hit (first return) raster surface with the same resolution and
extent as the bare earth raster surface
Intensity image
Project and Accuracy Report

•
•

LiDAR Data

•
•

All deliverables will meet specification set forth in the Scope of Work

B.2.) Project Schedule
DMI’s proximity and familiarity with the project area will enable us capture imagery as soon as all the conditions
are met and work two daily shifts to deliver final products until August 9, 2020. Project schedule dependent on
weather conditions.
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B.3.) Technical Approach
B.3.a.)

Task 1 – Project Management

A project kickoff meeting will be held at OCWD’s Fountain Valley office to discuss the proposed work plan, data
collection requests, schedule, and project communications. Being in Huntington Beach, will enable DMI to visit
OCWD upon any request. DMI project status reporting is an important task in communicating status updates for
the project. OCWD will have an opportunity to express the exact needs of status reports and all communication
needed. This includes the type of information required, the frequency of reporting, and the format of the reports.
DMI will ensure all needs are properly met accordingly
•
•

Weekly Updates: DMI will communicate weekly with the OCWD project manager to provide updates including
task that were completed, issues that may have occurred and the expected completion of current task.
Weather Issues: DMI has a thorough understanding of the project and weather. DMI has experience in
conducting aerial missions for the throughout the Western United States. DMI’s abundance of aircraft and
sensors will allow us to base our aircraft in Chino airport until data capture is completed without interruption.

B.3.b.)

Task 2 and 3 – Initial Flight for Quality Control (Option 1&2 and/or Option 3&4)

DMI’s DMC-IIe230 has the capability to capture R, G, B and IR bands in a single flight. Upon OCWD approval DMI
will fly the test area which is right next to Chino Airport where our flight operations are based. DMI will then process
the imagery and LiDAR data based on OCWD’s request. DMI’s location will enable cost and time effective acquisition
of the test area.

B.3.c.)

Task 4, 5, 6 and 7 – Data Collection and Reporting

B.3.c.i.)

Flight Mission Planning

DMI utilizes the newly designed mission planning software Leica Mission Planning and Optech AMM to implement
and manage the aerial mission. This program is a comprehensive reporting, mission planning, and post-processing
tool that provides DMI innovative solutions for our aerial processes. The utilization of these flight planning software
allows us to view the project coverage area and the published flight lines in their appropriate coordinate system.
DMI will provide OCWD with a proposed flight map to be used for the project during the kick off meeting. DMI will
then make any adjustments that OCWD’s request. DMI’s project manager will then finalize the flight plan in SHP or
KMZ format during the pre-planning stages of the project. Prior to receiving our notice to proceed, DMI will provide
the final flight plans to the OCWD project manager for a final evaluation and approval.

B.3.c.ii.)

Ground Surveying

DMI will place 49 ground control points (as shown in the following map) and will also use existing control points in
project area. In 2019 DMI used 44 ground control points for the Prodo Aerial Imagery project which will be utilized
to maximum extend. DMI has completed numerous projects within and around the project area has placed many
ground controls in the past. Use of ground control points will increase the accuracy of the final product. DMI will
also utilize ABGPS-IMU technology for better positioning of the images thus increasing the accuracy of the final
orthophotos.

B.3.c.iii.)

Aerial Acquisition Planning

Our acquisition crew will be mobilized from Chino Airport. Final flight plan will have an approved buffer zone around
the OCWD’s project limit and our flight crew will collect the imagery to the full range of the buffer zone. Data and
products in the buffer will be tested for any quality control requirement. Prior to any acquisition, our crew will verify
that the DMC and LiDAR sensors settings are set to acquire dataset. Also, our flight crew will operate the DMC
sensors during optimal atmospheric condition with prime PDOP condition (less than 3) and satellite network
configuration greater than 6 active satellites. DMI will not proceed with any acquisition until consent is received
from OCWD’s project manager and all requirements prior to acquisition have been met.
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Proposed Imagery Sensor: Digital Mapping Camera (DMC IIe 230) Specs

DMI recognizes that one of the most critical phases of this project is the timely acquisition of the
aerial imagery. Timely, consistent, and quality collection of aerial imagery is the cornerstone for
generating accurate and quality orthophotography. Our process is to deploy our digital camera
sensors DMC IIe 230a enabling simultaneous acquisition of color imagery and near infrared imagery.
Our Leica, DMC IIe 230, is a high-performance digital camera system. It has a high frame rate to
maintain fast-air speed for high-forward overlap and high-resolution. The PAN or color ratio of 1:2.6
provides high-radiometric quality images for RGB and Color-Infrared (CIR). The long focal length and
small pixel size delivers high-resolution image data. The nadir-looking monolithic PAN camera offers
unmatched radiometric and geometric quality.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

May 6, 2020

DMC IIe230

Digital Mapping Camera (DMC IIe 230) Specifications
PAN pixel across track: 15552
• B/H: 0.34
PAN pixel along trac: 14144
• Number of camera heads: 5
PAN FoV across track: 50.7°
• PAN: Color Resolution: 1:2.6
PAN FoV along track: 46.6°
• Frame rate: 1.8 sec
PAN focal length: 92 mm
• Color channels: R,G,B, NIR
PAN pixel size: 5.6 μm
• Resolution per pixel: 14 bit
MS pixel across track: 6096
• FMC: yes2
MS pixel along track: 6400
• CCD dynamic range: 72 dB3
MS FoV across track: 52,0°
• Onboard storage: 4.8 TB
MS FoV along track: 54.2°
• Storage capacity: 6900 images4
MS focal length: 45 mm
• Weight: 65 kg5
MS pixel size : 7.2 μm
• Power consumption: 280 W
PAN GSD@500m: 3.0 cm
• Altitude non pressurized: 8000 m
MS GSD@500m: 8.0 cm
• Operating temperature: –20 °C to 40 °C6

B.3.c.v.)

Proposed LiDAR Sensors: Optech ALTM Galaxy T-1000

ALTM Galaxy is the ultimate wide-area sensor, with best-of-class density performance and collection efficiency. Galaxy is quite
simply the smallest sensor on the market with the greatest performance capability,
representing a giant leap ahead of its competitors in every way. Galaxy offers incredible
collection efficiency and configuration flexibility with the highest data precision and accuracy
possible.
•

PulseTRAK technology enables a continuous operating envelope that can accommodate
high-relief terrain with no data gaps or loss of density across multipulse transition zones.

•

SwathTRAK technology maintains constant width flightlines for consistent data density
in variable terrain and fewer flight lines.

It also features a 1MHz effective pulse rate, providing on-the-ground point density and efficiency formerly reserved for dualbeam sensors. Up to 8 returns per pulse are possible for increased vertical resolution of complex targets without the need for
full waveform recording and processing. Industry-leading data precision and accuracy (< 0.03-0.20 m RMSE from 150-4700 m
AGL) results in the highest-quality datasets possible.
Laser WavelengthHorizontal AccuracyElevation AccuracyLaser Repetition Rate
Position and Orientation Rate
Scan Width (FOV)Scan FrequencySensor Scan Product-

Optech ALTM GALAXY T1000 Technical Specifications
1064 nm near-infrared
1/10’000 x altitude (M AGL) : 1 sd
<0.03-0.20 m RMSE from 150-4,700 m AGL
Programmable, 50-1000 kHz
POS AV AP60 (OEM), 220-Channel Dual Frequency GPS/GNSS/Galileo
10-60°
0-120 Hz
2000 maximum
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Dual Divergence: 0.25 Mrad (1/e)
+ 5° minimum
Up to 8 range measurements, including last
Up to 8 intensity measurements, including last (12 bit)

Aerial Acquisition Specs

Imagery GSD
Altitude AGL (feet):
Camera System
Focal Length:
Imagery Bands and Bit rate:
Forward Overlap:
Side Overlap:
Solar Angle:
Sensor
Flight Height
Laser PRF (kHz)
Scan Pattern

Imagery Acquisition Specs
3”
4,000’
Leica Z/I Digital Mapping Camera (DMC IIe 230)
96 mm
3 Band (R,G,B,), 8-bits per band
60%
30%
45° or greater (10:00 am – 2:00 pm)
LiDAR Acquisition Specs
OPTECH ALTM Galaxy T1000 LiDAR sensor
4,000’ AGL
Planned
Density
400
(ppm2)
Seesaw
Min Density (ppm2)

Field of View (Degree):

36 (18° scan angle)

Laser Swath Width

Frequency (Hz):
Average Cross and Along Track point
spacing (ppm2)

82
0.4
/
(single line)

Overlap
Lase Power

0.4

12
8
750
m
55%
High

Figure 1. Preliminary Flight Plan and Control Layout (North Section)
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Figure 2. Preliminary Flight Plan and Control Layout (North Section)

B.3.c.ii.)

Dataset Post-Processing

ABGPS/IMU Post-Processing
Our technicians process the GPS data using our post-processing program, Applanix’s POSPac, in order to calculate
the high-accuracy kinematic solution trajectory of our aircrafts. The trajectory is combined with the IMU data for a
position as a whole and location solution. Using geodetic algorithms, the finished solution is then combined to the
location and orientation to develop the end result X, Y, Z position for each pulse return measured by the GPS
receiver. We also use Applanix’s SmartBase technology, which in turn joins a filter approach to combine the GPS
receiver’s raw data with IMU data. SmartBase allows us to process the raw observables from a minimum of six to a
maximum of fifty unremittingly operational GPS reference stations, contiguous to the trajectory. SmartBase’s
quality control tool accomplishes a network modification on all the baselines and reference stations, we also run
quality checks for single reference stations.
Image Post-Processing
DMI’s Z/I post-processing units designed in conjunction with the flight management system, are utilized to convert
from raw sensor patterns into finished R,G,B, IR images, which have been specifically intended to extract high detail
with few image artifacts and aliasing patterns. The first step is taking the raw images and downloading the data
using our Z/I post-processing program to our servers. Then the imagery is tested to see if the data has any
inconsistency such as misfires, clouds, or ground conditions. Our technicians will create two back-ups of all the raw
imagery data and we analyze the PAN, RGB, and IR bands to assure the quality of the post processed raw images. If
any errors are found, it will be flagged and either re-processed or re-flown. The completed raw processed images
will be reviewed to ensure the matching quality and color balance throughout the project.
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Aerial Triangulation (AT)

Once our technicians have completed post-processing the raw images and ABGS and IMU data, DMI will complete
a Fully Assisted/Automated Aerial Triangulation (FAAAT). DMI has developed and refined procedures to be followed
by our team to ensure product quality, accuracy, and timely production. DMI is aware of the OCWD’s project
accuracy requirements, thus, the FAAAT solution will form the ideal basis for the accuracy of all products to be
derived. DMI will apply the latest digital photogrammetric methodology using our ISAT Intergraph Image Station
for a complete a FAAAT to meet or exceed ASPRS and NSSDA accuracy standards. Our program, ImageStation, by
Intergraph is the most comprehensive photogrammetric production software on the market, providing a complete
workflow for capturing geospatial data to produce maps, digital terrain models (DTM), orthophotos, and data for
exploitation applications. A FAAAT is an improvement of conventional aerial triangulation whereas airborne GPS
and IMU data are used or the direct measurement of the position and orientation of every exposure in the
photogrammetric block.

B.3.c.iv.)

Digital Orthophotography

Ortho-Rectification
Orthorectification process involves utilizing automated DEM (or newly collected LiDAR), triangulated exterior
orientations, aerial imagery data, calibrated camera model parameters, and controls. The utilization of ABGPS and
IMU data will offer support for image orientation and positioning; minimizing the required number of ground
control points and enabling the creation of an orthophoto. This process will assist in removing horizontal
displacement produced by terrain height disparity, camera-based distortions, and the earth’s curvature.
Imagery will be orthorectified using ImageStation’s OrthoPro, which provides a 3D photogrammetric space. The
rectified imagery will be color, contrast, and tone balanced; the imagery will also be edge-matched to adjacent
images using manual image processing techniques. By choosing optimal positions of the rectified images, our
technicians will combine images seamlessly with no apparent edges or breaks in feature geometry. To minimize
tonal differences between combined areas, localized modification of the brightness values will be achieved as
needed. The referenced orthophoto shall visually have better contrast and will be used for adjustment purposes.
Localized brightness values of the adjacent orthophoto will be fine-tuned to the reference orthophoto. The adjusted
area will be restricted by tonal radiometric modification, which will not compromise the clarity, accuracy, and
resolution of the orthophoto if possible. DMI will develop a digital orthophoto pilot area prior to commencement
of the entire project.
Mosaicing
Using ImageStation, OrthoPro, and Geomedia allows us to create complete mosaic by processing image blocks using
two separate tonal corresponding functions. Each image is processed to remove any hotspots in the middle of the
frame. DMI’s technicians will then review each frame thoroughly and perform a histogram comparison process so
that there is seamless tone throughout the mosaic images.
After radiometric balancing, we will generate manual and automatic seam lines between source frames. In order to
generate seamless orthophoto data that is fixed across the project area, seam lines need to be adjusted in order to
deliver a successful transition from one image to another for the desired project tiling scheme. This can be
accomplished by utilizing a combined method of manual and automated practice for high-quality imagery. This
method has proven to be cost effective while delivering excellent results. DMI will utilize automatic seamline
creation for rural areas, which is ideal for producing mosaics. Our technicians analyze and manually alter seam lines
that have features showing continuity, usually executing manual seam line placement in urban areas to deliver
precision of high quality imagery. Tonal matching is accomplished by comparing pixel values in all the images areas,
which contain the overlap. Our software reviews and modifies each image so that we are able to achieve an overall
unison tone throughout the project. The image mosaics will be produced in such a manner so that adjacent mosaics
can be viewed together simultaneously, and with no overlap areas, obscuring any portion of the adjacent mosaics.
The following mosaics shall be produced:
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LiDAR Data Processing Overview

B.3.c.vi.)

LiDAR Data Post-Processing

May 6, 2020

After the data has been acquired, our technicians process the LiDAR, ABGPS/IMU, and base station data by using
our Optech and Aplanix programs. We then calculate the high-accuracy kinematic solution trajectory of the aircraft
with the use of both these programs. This trajectory solution data is joined with the IMU data for a complete
position and orientation solution. Using geodetic algorithms to position and derive the resulting X, Y, and Z positions
for each pulse returned, the laser ranging data is consequently merged.

B.3.c.vii.)

LiDAR Post Processing Tools

DMI’s team will utilizes GeoCue, Optech, and Terrasolid LiDAR integration tools throughout the post-processing
phase. These tools allow continuous workflow and project management during the entire project. Our technicians
process the SBET-generated LiDAR flight lines, project boundary, and tile scheme.
DMI’s technicians will launch Optech LMS to decode data, combine the trajectory, and range information to produce
LAS point cloud. The point cloud is then examined to determine appropriate system calibration numbers on a
mission-by-mission basis. The resulting calibrated flight line data are imported into a project utilizing TerraScan and
our project management program GeoCue. Flight line by flight line, LAS files are tied to each other using
TerraMatch. We then combine the various flight lines to create the project as whole, while breaking the dataset
into manageable pieces. This process converts the dataset from geographic coordinates into the project coordinate
system. Finally, LiDAR data is processed using TerraScan to remove vegetation and noise from the data. DMI’s
technicians will utilize TerraModel to create the surface data and DEM.

B.3.c.viii.) Classifications
Our unique, cost effective, and time efficient stratagem for processing LiDAR will allow for streamlined productivity
and on-time-scheduled deliveries. Using commercial software, our technicians will set parameters to automatically
classify different categories for various terrain types. Settings allow for adjustment of parameters to customize
acquisition of multiple categories of low, medium, and high vegetation, as well as flight line overlap points, ground
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points and noise points. DMI’s technicians also perform manual filtering to make sure important terrain data has
not been filtered out. After tiles have been reviewed through our quality control process, we will complete one
classification process to ensure the data is acceptable. Our LiDAR technicians use Geocue’s TerraModeler,
Terrascan, and ArcGIS.

B.3.c.ix.)

Control Verification

DMI’s technicians will verify (QC) LiDAR data to ensure the data set meets the OCWD project requirements. This
process involves utilizing the independently collected check points to verify the accuracy of the data set through
each collected check points.

B.3.d.)

Quality Control Plan (QCP)
Aerial Acquisition QA/QC

•

Weather monitoring to conclude which time is best to collect the data

•

Confirming that all GPS, ground controls and check points (NVA, VVA and Ortho Check Points) are set up prior to
Imagery/LiDAR Acquisition and Monitoring GNSS satellite arrangement and PDOP
Coverage gaps or other defects in the imagery are noted and may be cause for re-flight if the threshold for acceptance
is not attained.
Check flight logs to ensure that photography was acquired during time of day when sun angle requirements are adhered
to.
Analysis of the post-processing allows DMI’s technician to view actual acquisition allowing an early decision for re-flight
requirements

•
•
•

Aerial Triangulation QA/QC
•

Assign unique point to individual frames to regulate incorrect replication of control points inside blocks

•

Check residuals and aerial triangulation result for errors, both systematic and anomalies

•

Check on accuracy achieved on the final product including measures of spot heights, control points (including blind
control points established for QC purposes)

•

The average of all points will not surpass 1 / 20,000 of the flight height.

•

The root mean square error of the concluding block modification will not surpass 1/10,000 of the flight height.

•

The maximum permissible error of any point will not surpass ± 1 / 5,000 of the flight height.
Orthophotography QA/QC

•

Check overall impression for color balance and histogram for full use of contrast range

•

Seam lines (between tiles and mosaic lines within tiles) are well hidden-minimized tonal variations. If automated
seamline-generating fails to place seam(s) in optimized location, our orthophoto lab technicians will perform a manual
seamline editing and review the mosaic for enhanced output.

•

Check for erroneous ortho artifacts (smears, warped roads and bridges, DEM spikes)

•

Final RMSE check on image positional accuracy
LiDAR DEM QA/QC

•
•
•
•
•

Manually review bare-earth DEMs in ArcMap with hillshades to check for issues
Verify DEMs to be seamless across tile boundaries
Verify all properties of the tiled DEMs, including coordinate reference system information, cell size, cell extents, and
compression has not been applied per project specification
All qualitative issues present in the DEMs as a result of LiDAR processing and editing issues will be marked for corrections
in the LiDAR data. These DEMs will need to be recreated after the LiDAR has been corrected
Load all tiled DEMs into Global Mapper to verify complete coverage to the (buffered) project boundary
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C.) PROJECT TEAM
C.1.) Project Team
We have assembled an outstanding project team for this significant project. Led by our project manager, Gencaga
(Gen) Aliyazicioglu (Certified Photogrammetrist. DMI’s mission is to provide the best possible service and products
to OCWD. This can only be accomplished by recruiting and training staff with the best possible combination of
experience, education, training, technical resourcefulness, management, and communication skills.
Digital Mapping, Inc. Staff
Certified Photogrammetrist:
Compilers:
Land Surveyors:

2
3
2

Mechanical Engineer:
CAD Operators:
GIS:

1
2
2

Digital Orthophoto Technicians:

2

LiDAR Technicians:

5

Pilots:
Camera Operators:

3
3

DMI’s team has more than 32 years of experience in all facets of the industry such as proven project management
skills, expertise in many technologies, database systems, and GIS platforms. DMI employs more than 25
professionals who have been in the mapping industry for more than 25 years. Our team includes Pilots, Professional
Land Surveyors (PLS), Certified Photogrammetrists (CP), GIS Professionals (GISP), Ortho and LiDAR technicians,
computer programmers, and mechanical engineers. DMI’s staff exhibits the necessary skill set and comprehension
of the requirements. Our team will ensure the successful preparation, delivery, and high-quality assurance
standards for obtaining the best possible high-resolution imagery, mapping and LiDAR data.

C.2.) Key Personnel Resumes
Gencaga Aliyazicioglu-CFO, Certified Photogrammetrist, Sr. Project Manager
Mr. Gencaga Aliyazicioglu (Gen), our Senior Project Manager, will be the single point of contact for this project. Mr.
Aliyazicioglu will oversee the entire project and team. Mr. Aliyazicioglu is a Certified Photogrammetrist (ASPRS
Registration #R969) with over 40+ years of profound experience and technical understanding of geospatial and
photogrammetric services. He has an MBA in Mechanical Engineering (1976) and a BS in Photogrammetric
Engineering (1972) from Ohio State. Mr. Aliyazicioglu has extensive experience with all aspects of digital aerial
mapping starting with the project management, flight planning, ground control frameworks, data compilation, post
processing, aerial triangulation, ortho-production, LiDAR data collection and processing, GIS, and quality assurance
of all project deliverables. Gen’s role with DMI is supervising and overseeing the creation of Photogrammetry, LiDAR
and Ortho projects. He is also in charge of staff and equipment allocation and his hands-on approach allows for the
project to stay on schedule. He interacts with all project managers to ensure that all client requirements are met.
Should any client concerns arise during the project he makes it his priority to address them in a timely-manner. Gen
has completed a myriad of private, state, local and federal projects over four decades.
2019 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery (2019)
For our client, Orange County Water District (OCWD), DMI provided 3” pixel resolution 4 band digital orthophoto
imagery of Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed area. DMI flown approximately 84 square miles utilizing
our state-of-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera’s (DMCIIe230) consist of 49 flight lines and 1248
exposures. Prior to flight DMI survey team established 44 ground control points to rectify imagery. DMI’s staff
completed the project within schedule. DMI provided uncompressed 4 band imagery in GeoTIFF format together
with compressed MrSID file covering entire project area. Mr Aliyazicioglu served as the project manager for this
effort.
Color Digital Orthophotography of Orange County CA (2019)
For our client, Orange County Fire Authority (OCFA), DMI provided 3” pixel resolution digital orthophoto imagery
of entire Orange County. DMI captured imagery for an area of approximately 1200 square miles utilizing our stateof-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera’s (DMCIIe230). Prior to flight DMI survey team established ground
control points to be utilized in aerial triangulation of the imagery. DMI provided uncompressed 3 band imagery in
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GeoTIFF format together with compressed MrSID file covering entire project area at various resolutions. Mr
Aliyazicioglu served as the project manager for this effort.
Multiple Aerial Imagery, LiDAR and Photogrammetry Projects Throughout Nevada. (2006 - Current)
Mr. Aliyazicioglu has been serving as the project manager for SNWA projects since 2006. He oversees the project
with constant communication with SNWA’s project manager for milestone updates and successful deliverables.
Over the years, these projects involved stereo-pair and LiDAR data acquisition, ground controls, post-processing of
data, aerial-triangulation, ortho-rectification, LiDAR data sets and QA/QC of deliverables. Over the past 10 years,
DMI has acquired over 10,000 square miles of aerial mapping, orthophoto and LiDAR data for SNWA.
Holy Fire Burn Area Impact Mapping – Digital Aerial Photography and Lidar DEM (2018-current)
For our client, Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, DMI has provided four aerial mission
to acquire aerial imagery, Lidar data collection and deliver DEM data. DMI has flown the project area utilizing our
state-of-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera (DMCIIe230) and Optech Gemini LiDAR sensor. DMI delivered
color imagery at 6”pixel resolution. Utilizing Lidar data (8 points per square meter) DMI also delivered QL1 accuracy
level Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Final products were delivered in State Plane Coordinate (NAD 83). Mr
Aliyazicioglu serves as the project manager for this effort.
Multiple Aerial Photography, LiDAR and Photogrammetry Projects throughout SoCal for SoCal & San Diego Gas
(Southern CA) (2013 - 2016)
DMI has been contracted by Jacobs, PSOMAS & PSEP (since 2013) to provide aerial imagery, LiDAR and
Photogrammetric Surveying of natural gas transmission pipelines throughout Southern California. Mr. Aliyazicioglu
is responsible for the acquisition and creation of photogrammetry mapping of more than 1500 linear miles. Also,
Mr. Aliyazicioglu is in charge of overseeing the creation and delivery of mapping projects at a scale of 1”=20’, 1”=40’,
1’ Contours, 0.5’ Contours, LiDAR Data, LiDAR DEM, 2” and 3” Color Digital Orthophoto. DMI utilized (2) two
aircrafts, (2) two large format digital mapping cameras (DMC I, IIe 230) and an Optech LiDAR sensor, all equipped
with ABGPS/IMU.
The City of Temecula - Digital Ortho Imagery and Lidar Photogrammetry Project (2018)
For our client, the City of Temecula, DMI has provided digital orthophotography and Lidar processing services for
entire City of Temecula. DMI has flown the entire city approximately utilizing our state of the art large format Digital
Mapping Camera (DMCIIe230) and Optech Gemini LiDAR sensor. DMI prepared digital orthophotos at 1” and 3”
resolution. Utilizing Lidar data and aerial imagery DMI also delivered Digital Elevation Model (DEM), Digital Terrain
Model (DTM), 1’ interval topographic contours, building footprints, edge of pavement outlines and existing
sidewalks.Final products were delivered in California State Plane Coordinate, Zone 6 (NAD 83) with FGDC compliant
metadata. Mr Aliyazicioglu served as the project manager for this effort.
Multiple Aerial Photography, LiDAR and Photogrammetry Projects for Resource Strategies, Inc. (Various
Locations Through Southern California) (2005 - Current)
Since 2005, DMI has delivered to RSI over 50 projects that include aerial imagery, LiDAR and photogrammetry. Gen
worked with staff on delivering multiple RSI orthophoto, LiDAR datasets and mapping projects conducted
throughout California. Mr. Aliyazicioglu and RSI continue to grow their 11-year relationship. DMI has flown and
processed 50,000+ square miles of Imagery, LiDAR and Planimetric/topographic data for RSI.
High Resolution LiDAR data acquisitions for Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG)
(Monterey, San Benito and Santa Cruz Counties) (2010-2011)
Mr. Aliyazicioglu served as project manager under this contract with AMBAG. He was responsible for providing
Optech LiDAR data acquisitions for 1,723 square miles throughout Monterey, San Benito and Santa Cruz Counties.
Mr. Aliyazicioglu managed the entire project while working with LiDAR and QA/QC managers to deliver metadata,
raw point, classified point, and bare earth surface (DEM) to AMBAG. Also, Mr. Aliyazicioglu was responsible for
client communication, milestone and delivery updates.
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Topographic LiDAR Mapping & Digital Orthophotography (Fort Irwin, CA) (USACE St. Louis District) (2014)
As a subcontractor to Magnolia River Geospatial (MRG), Mr. Aliyazicioglu duties was working with Mr. Dillman (PLS)
and MRG’s Project Manager on the strategic placement of ground controls and LiDAR QA/QC Points. He also worked
with Mr. Labitt (Chief Pilot) on flight planning in regards to the aerial imagery and LiDAR data acquisition. This
project consisted of 1,473 square miles located in the Mojave Desert in Northern San Bernardino County, California.
Mr. Aliyazicioglu also oversaw the asset allocation of our DMC and Optech LiDAR Sensor.
Other Orthophoto, Mapping & LiDAR Projects
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2017 Socal & San Diego Gas Orthophoto
2017 Muddy & Virgin Rivers 4-Band Orthophoto
2016 Muddy & Virgin Rivers 4-Band Orthophoto
2016 USDA 1’ Color Digital Orthophoto for Cibola National Forest
2016 Spring Valley Digital Orthophoto Imagery
2016 City of Modesto Aerial Imagery, 2D building foot print & 3D Layer project
2015-Mesa County, CO. 6” & 9” Color Digital Orthophoto
2015-Channel Islands Regional Geographic Information Systems, Inc. (CIRGIS) 3”, 6” & 1’ Orthophoto Project
2015 Garnet Valley 4-Band Orthophoto
2015 USDA 1’ Color Digital Orthophoto for the Cibola National Grasslands
2015 Coachella Valley Association of governments 3” Color Digital Orthophoto

Dennis Dillman -California PLS # 5424
Dennis Dillman, DMI’s lead-surveyor, is a Licensed Professional Land Surveyor in California with 40+ years of
professional experience in land-surveying. He has been with DMI for 31 years and during this period, Mr. Dillman
has completed several projects related to every area of his discipline. With his field experience and education at
San Bernardino Valley College in land surveying, Mr. Dillman is considered an expert in boundary and retracement
surveys. He has completed his certifications (PLS# 5424) In the construction field area of surveying and successfully
completed jobs with several million yards of earthwork. Mr. Dillman has worked on multi-million dollar public works
projects and thousands of subdivision lots throughout California, Arizona, and Nevada.
2019 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery (2019)
For our client, Orange County Water District (OCWD), DMI provided 3” pixel resolution 4 band digital orthophoto
imagery of Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed area. DMI flown approximately 84 square miles utilizing
our state-of-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera’s (DMCIIe230) consist of 49 flight lines and 1248
exposures. Prior to flight DMI survey team established 44 ground control points to rectify imagery. DMI’s staff
completed the project within schedule. DMI provided uncompressed 4 band imagery in GeoTIFF format together
with compressed MrSID file covering entire project area.
Color Digital Orthophotography of Orange County CA (2019)
For our client, Orange County Fire Authority (OCFA), DMI provided 3” pixel resolution digital orthophoto imagery
of entire Orange County. DMI captured imagery for an area of approximately 1200 square miles utilizing our stateof-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera’s (DMCIIe230). Prior to flight DMI survey team established ground
control points to be utilized in aerial triangulation of the imagery. DMI provided uncompressed 3 band imagery in
GeoTIFF format together with compressed MrSID file covering entire project area at various resolutions.
USGS QL1 LiDAR Acquisition (QL-1) for the USDA (Happy Camp, CA) (2013-2014)
DMI was contracted in 2013-2014 by the USGS to conduct high point density aerial LiDAR acquisition of 500 square
miles throughout Happy Camp, CA. DMI’s Lead Surveyor, Dennis Dillman was responsible for the monitoring the
capture of 250 ground controls and LiDAR NVA/VVA points throughout Happy Camp, CA. The LiDAR QA/QC
(NVA/VVA) points Mr. Dillman captured were used as quality control to ensure the LiDAR data meet the project
accuracies. (Contract Amount: $223,250.00)
Digital Orthophotography & 2D Building Foot Print in Mesa County, CO (2015)
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DMI was contracted in 2015 to conduct an aerial orthophoto acquisition of 3,366 square miles throughout Mesa
County, CO. Mr. Dillman was responsible for occupying thirty-one ground controls and utilizing existing monuments
for the project. These ground controls were established within or near the AOI of the project. Mr. Dillman made
every effort to keep these ground controls off private land and place them on public land. Also, Mr. Dillman placed
the ground controls with sixty penny spike on dirt and a concreate nail and ten were set on pavement.
Topographic LiDAR Mapping & Digital Ortho in Yakima Training Center, WA(USACE St. Louis) (2015)
Mr. Dillman worked with military personal and MRI project manager on acquiring security clearance to place the
aerial targets and LiDAR QA/QC check points for this project. He was in constant communication with Range
Operations while on the military base placing the targets. Mr. Dillman was tasked with placing eighty-three aerial
targets and eighty-three NVA/VVA LiDAR Check points throughout 1,126 sq. miles in Yakima, WA.
Boundary Survey for Smiling Construction in Perris, CA (2015)
DMI was contracted by Smiling Construction to conduct a boundary survey in Perris, California. Upon completion of
the research to perform the boundary, Mr. Dillman located existing monuments in the field so that he could
establish the boundary corners of the property. When all field work was completed, Mr. Dillman set the corners
requested by the client and per the deeds recorded in Riverside County, CA. When all monuments were set Mr.
Dillman recorded them in a record of survey recorded with the County.

Duncan Crowl – Orthophotography and GIS Manager
Duncan Crowl has over 32 years of professional experience (12 years with DMI) (ASPRS Member ‘86) and
knowledgeable specifically with the photogrammetry and GIS industry. Mr. Crowl received his BS in Geography and
Advanced GeoTechnical Mapping and Geomatics from California State University Fullerton. He has operated with
a wide array of softcopy photogrammetry software and hardware systems. Most notably ImageStation, SoCET Set,
ER Mapper, and Leica Photogrammetry Suite of products and solutions. His responsibilities include overall project
administration, layout of photography and control, photogrammetry, DTM collection, GIS, CAD, digital and quality
control quality assurance, technical development of new technologies. Also, Mr. Crowl is responsible for ensuring
all requirements are met with highest quality and timely delivery.
2019 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery (2019)
For our client, Orange County Water District (OCWD), DMI provided 3” pixel resolution 4 band digital orthophoto
imagery of Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed area. DMI flown approximately 84 square miles utilizing
our state-of-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera’s (DMCIIe230) consist of 49 flight lines and 1248
exposures. Prior to flight DMI survey team established 44 ground control points to rectify imagery. DMI’s staff
completed the project within schedule. DMI provided uncompressed 4 band imagery in GeoTIFF format together
with compressed MrSID file covering entire project area. Mr Aliyazicioglu served as the project manager for this
effort.
Color Digital Orthophotography of Orange County CA (2019)
For our client, Orange County Fire Authority (OCFA), DMI provided 3” pixel resolution digital orthophoto imagery
of entire Orange County. DMI captured imagery for an area of approximately 1200 square miles utilizing our stateof-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera’s (DMCIIe230). Prior to flight DMI survey team established ground
control points to be utilized in aerial triangulation of the imagery. DMI provided uncompressed 3 band imagery in
GeoTIFF format together with compressed MrSID file covering entire project area at various resolutions. Mr
Aliyazicioglu served as the project manager for this effort.
Multiple Aerial Imagery, LiDAR and Photogrammetry Projects Throughout Nevada. (2006 - Current)
Mr. Aliyazicioglu has been serving as the project manager for SNWA projects since 2006. He oversees the project
with constant communication with SNWA’s project manager for milestone updates and successful deliverables.
Over the years, these projects involved stereo-pair and LiDAR data acquisition, ground controls, post-processing of
data, aerial-triangulation, ortho-rectification, LiDAR data sets and QA/QC of deliverables. Over the past 10 years,
DMI has acquired over 10,000 square miles of aerial mapping, orthophoto and LiDAR data for SNWA.
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Holy Fire Burn Area Impact Mapping – Digital Aerial Photography and Lidar DEM (2018-current)
For our client, Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, DMI has provided four aerial mission
to acquire aerial imagery, Lidar data collection and deliver DEM data. DMI has flown the project area utilizing our
state-of-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera (DMCIIe230) and Optech Gemini LiDAR sensor. DMI delivered
color imagery at 6”pixel resolution. Utilizing Lidar data (8 points per square meter) DMI also delivered QL1 accuracy
level Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Final products were delivered in State Plane Coordinate (NAD 83). Mr
Aliyazicioglu serves as the project manager for this effort.
CALTRANS Photogrammetric Services for California Department of Transportation (Statewide) (1988 - Current)
DMI has delivered over 100 photogrammetry mapping projects to CalTrans. Mr. Crowl is responsible for the CAD
and GIS services provided to Caltrans. DMI provides Caltrans with 3D-DGN Topographic data at a scale of 1”=20’
with .5-foot contour intervals, and DTM quality check were conducted for each project requested by Caltrans. DMI
utilized Caltrans’s SEED file and cell library to create topographic data with MicroStation.
National Trails Highway LiDAR/Photogrammetry project in San Bernardino County(San Bernardino County &
Caltrans District 8) (2015)
As a subcontractor to Biggs Cardosa Associates, Mr. Crowl (DMI) was responsible with working with LiDAR, Ortho
and Photogrammety technicians and supervisors to deliver Digital Topomap (1”=50’ with 1’ Contours) for 235 liner
miles of roadway. Mr. Crowl ensured clear communication & detailed updates on the completed milestones for this
project.
Color Digital Orthophoto of SoCal and San Diego Gas Transmission lines Throughout Southern California
(Southern California) (2011- Current)
DMI was contracted by SoCal Gas & San Diego Gas (2011) to complete 1-foot color digital orthophoto of
transmission lines encompassing 2,200 square miles throughout Southern California. Mr. Crowl was responsible for
working with ortho-technicians, managing the data processing, orthophoto creation, quality control and quality
assurance of the delivered data imagery. In 2016, DMI utilized our new (DMC IIe230) for data acquisition allowing
for higher accuracy.
Multiple Aerial Photography, LiDAR, Photogrammetry and GIS projects for the Port of Long Beach (Long Beach,
California)(1995 - Current)
Mr. Crowl is responsible for the GIS services provided to Port of Long Beach. DMI has performed photogrammetric
services for 80% of the LA Harbor and Port of Long Beach. The aerial photography was flown at a photo scale of
1"=280'. He worked with DMI’s staff to deliver digital topographic mapping data on MicroStation at a scale of 1" =
40', 1-foot contour intervals and digital orthophoto at 0.2' pixel sizes.
Hungry Valley SVRA Aerial Photo, LiDAR/Photogrammerty Project for the California State Parks (Gorman, CA)
(2012)
DMI provided aerial imagery, LiDAR and LiDAR/Photogrammetry Services for the California State Parks. Mr. Crowl
worked with Ortho, LiDAR, CAD & QA/QC technicians/managers to ensure a timely delivery of the LiDAR Data set
(LAS Format), Digital Topomap (1”=40’ & 1’ CI), 3” CDOP GeoTIFF.

Gary Labbitt – Chief Pilot
Mr. Labbitt has over 36 years of experience in aviation management and as DMI’s chief pilot, both in California and
throughout the United States. He has been serving as chief pilot for DMI since 2001. Mr. Labbitt has gained extensive
experience flying digital imagery and LiDAR acquisition missions. Mr. Labbitt brings over 18,000 hours of total pilot
time, and a verifiable perfect safety record. He is competent and knowledgeable in flight operations management,
with specific expertise in medium and large aircraft with digital and integrated avionics. Mr. Labbitt is responsible
for evaluating all flight priorities and directing the firm’s flight crews to ensure completion of all aerial photography,
LiDAR hyperspectral, sensor services, flight planning, weather checks, aircraft staging, and coordination of aerial
missions. Mr. Labitt also has extensive experience in performing aerial surveys within military controlled airspace.
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2019 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery (2019)
For our client, Orange County Water District (OCWD), DMI provided 3” pixel resolution 4 band digital orthophoto
imagery of Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed area. DMI flown approximately 84 square miles utilizing
our state-of-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera’s (DMCIIe230) consist of 49 flight lines and 1248
exposures. Prior to flight DMI survey team established 44 ground control points to rectify imagery. DMI’s staff
completed the project within schedule. DMI provided uncompressed 4 band imagery in GeoTIFF format together
with compressed MrSID file covering entire project area.
Color Digital Orthophotography of Orange County CA (2019)
For our client, Orange County Fire Authority (OCFA), DMI provided 3” pixel resolution digital orthophoto imagery
of entire Orange County. DMI captured imagery for an area of approximately 1200 square miles utilizing our stateof-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera’s (DMCIIe230). Prior to flight DMI survey team established ground
control points to be utilized in aerial triangulation of the imagery. DMI provided uncompressed 3 band imagery in
GeoTIFF format together with compressed MrSID file covering entire project area at various resolutions.
Holy Fire Burn Area Impact Mapping – Digital Aerial Photography and Lidar DEM (2018-current)
For our client, Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, DMI has provided four aerial mission
to acquire aerial imagery, Lidar data collection and deliver DEM data. DMI has flown the project area utilizing our
state-of-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera (DMCIIe230) and Optech Gemini LiDAR sensor. DMI delivered
color imagery at 6”pixel resolution. Utilizing Lidar data (8 points per square meter) DMI also delivered QL1 accuracy
level Digital Elevation Model (DEM). Final products were delivered in State Plane Coordinate (NAD 83).
3” Color Digital Orthophoto for the Coachella Valley Association of Governments (CVAG) (Central and Eastern
Riverside County) (2015)
Mr. Labbit was in charge of acquiring approximately 1,200 square miles of aerial imagery with our DMC I. Aerial
images were collected an altitude of 2400’ AGL, to generate the orthophotography at a 3” resolution. Mr. Labbit
utilized Intergraph Flight Management system to prepare flight plan and grouped flight lines ensuring complete
stereo imagery cover. Mr. Labbit worked with DMI’s aircrew on getting the necessary flight approvals to acquire
the data. This project comprised of a variety of terrain from flat land to high mountains.
Mesa County Color Digital Orthophoto & Building Foot Print Project (Mesa County, CO) (2015)
DMI was contracted by Mesa County to conduct an Orthophoto project throughout Mesa County, CO. Mr. Labbitt
worked with DMI’s air crew on mobilizing our DMC I and DMC IIe230. He was tasked with acquiring 6” leaf off
imagery in march and 9” summer imagery flight in July. Also, he was responsible for working on getting the
necessary air space approvals and monitored the weather, sun angel and ground conditions daily.
Topographic LiDAR Mapping & Digital Orthophotography in Yakima Training Center, WA (USACE St. Louis
District) (2015)
As a subcontractor to Magnolia River Geospatial (MRI), Mr. Labitt was responsible for working with Gen (DMI) and
MRI’s project manager, military personal on necessary airspace permits and flight plans for the aerial imagery and
LiDAR Data acquisition. This project consisted of 1,126 square miles located in Yakima Washington. Mr. Labitt
oversaw the asset allocation of our aircrew, Chieftain Piper Navajo, Digital Mapping Camera and Optech LiDAR
Sensor for data acquisitions.
Multiple Aerial Imagery and LiDAR Projects for The Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District (Riverside County, CA) (2007- Current)
DMI has been providing aerial imagery and LiDAR services since 2007. Mr. Labitt is responsible for coordinating
flights with aircrews and mobilizing multiple sensors and aircrafts at a time. Mr. Labitt is also responsible with
communicates with RCFC surveyors pre/post flight.
Multiple Aerial Photography, LiDAR & Photogrammetry Projects Throughout Nevada (2006 - Current)
Over the past 10 years, Mr. Labbit has flown and managed multiple flight crews over 10,000 square miles, to deliver
digital orthophoto and LiDAR data to SNWA. Mr. Labbitt was responsible for acquire the aerial imagery and LiDAR
data on time and within the current project specifications (i.e. sun angel, clear ground cover, cloud free). Also,
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managing multiple aircraft and flight crews. Mr. Labitt also worked on getting the necessary permit approvals to fly
over down town Las Vegas, McCarran International Airport and surround military airspace.

Ahmet Aliyazicioglu - LiDAR Manager
Mr. Aliyazicioglu, DMI’s LiDAR Manager, is responsible for LiDAR production, production scheduling, quality training
of personnel. He manages projects from post-calibration through delivery using LP 360, AutoCAD, Geocue,
TerraScan, TerraModeler, and MicroStation software. He has 21 years of experience (21 years with DMI), which
include quality control and accuracy assessment of LiDAR data and the development of terrain products for GIS
integration. He has received his BS. Mr. Aliyazicioglu has successfully lead LiDAR and GIS projects for a range of
government agencies at the County, State level, and for Federal Agencies.
Aerial Imagery, LiDAR and Mapping Project for the-LADWP Owens Valley Solar Ranch (2013)
DMI was contract by Worley Parsons & LADWP in 2013 to conduct an aerial imagery, LiDAR and photogrammetry
mapping project in Inyo County, CA. The project consisted of 16 square miles. Mr. Aliyazicioglu was responsible for
working with compiler and LiDAR technicians on creating this multiple delivery project. Mr. Aliyazicioglu team
completed the digital surface model (DSM) and digital terrain model (DTM) displaying 1’ contours. Also, Mr.
Aliyazicioglu ensured the successful delivery of the Digital Topo map and DTM (break line top/toe and 5’ LiDAR grid)
at mapping scale of 1”=40’, 1’ CI. In DGN, DWG & DTM-XML format.
LiDAR acquisition(QL-1) for the USDA Forest Service Region 5 (Happy Camp, CA)(2013-2014)
In 2013, DMI was contracted by the USDA to conduct a QL1 aerial LiDAR survey throughout 500 square miles in
Happy Camp, CA. Mr. Aliyazicioglu was responsible for the processing and delivering of high point density LiDAR
set. Mr. Aliyazicioglu managed the delivery of: All return point cloud, classified LiDAR data, SBET, LiDAR report, Bareearth filter point cloud, DEM, first returns, LiDAR intensity image, meta data and vector data in shp/dgn file format.
USGS LiDAR (QL-1) Telemetry Project for NAVFAC (Ventura, Seal Beach, Fresno, CA)-(2015)
As a subcontractor to Cirtigen and NAVFAC, DMI was contracted to acquire USGS Quality Level One LiDAR data over
4 military properties. Mr. Aliyazicioglu worked with LiDAR technicians on the LiDAR data processing, data extraction,
classification of the high point density data set. Mr. Aliyazicioglu utilize Geocue, Terrasolid, MicroStation to process
and deliver the data. DMI delivered Metadata, raw point cloud, Breaklines, hydro flatting, bare-earth and classified
point cloud.
USGS LiDAR (QL-1) LiDAR Acquisition for the State of Utah (2016)
In 2016, DMI was contracted by the State of Utah to conduct a QL1 aerial LiDAR survey throughout 718 square miles
in Richfield Utah. Mr. Aliyazicioglu is responsible for managing the processing and delivery of the high points density
dataset.
LiDAR data acquisitions for Association of Monterey Bay Area Governments (AMBAG) 2010-2011)
In 2010, DMI was contracted by the AMBAG to conduct an aerial LiDAR survey throughout 1,723 square miles in
Monterey, CA and surrounding areas. Mr. Aliyazicioglu managed the LiDAR team and delivered to AMBAG: QL 2
LiDAR data, DEM, unclassified raw LiDAR data, Classification, TIN, Metadata, survey report. Hydro flattening,
breaklines and LiDAR intensity imagery.
Aerial Imagery, LiDAR & Mapping Project for the West Valley Connector Project (Ontario, CA)(2016)
As a subcontract to David Evans & Associates Inc. DMI was contracted to collect aerial imagery, LiDAR data and
LiDAR/Photogrammetry. Mr. Aliyazicioglu was responsible for the creating a Digital Topo map at a scale of 1”=40’
with 1’ CI on Caltrans CAD Library and DTM in MicroStation and InRoads Format.
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Zeki Aliyazicioglu - QA/QC Manager
DMI’s QA/QC Manager, Zeki Aliyazicioglu, brings over 21 years of professional experience, all with DMI, in the field of
electrical engineering, digital orthophoto production with a strong background in computer programming skills in the
following programming languages: C++, MS Visual C++, and Visual BASIC. He received his PhD in Electrical Engineering (1995),
M.S. Electrical Engineering (1991) from Southern Methodist University. Dr. Aliyazicioglu is experienced in digital orthophoto
production, photogrammetry, CAD and GIS mapping. His responsibilities include overall project quality control, quality work
plans, deliverables, program support and new technologies. Mr. Aliyazicioglu is responsible for ensuring that all requirements
are met with highest quality for a timely delivery to our clients; he brings experience in designing and implementing of
geospatial information systems.

Multiple Color Digital Orthophoto Projects (CIR, RGB & 4-Band Imagery) for the Mojave Water Agency (Mojave,
CA) (2008 - Current)
For this client, Mojave Water Agency, DMI has been providing RGB, CIR and 4-band aerial imagery for 3,500 square miles in
Mojave, CA. Mr. Aliyazicioglu’s responsibilities were the DMC project set-up, this includes management, verification of
software, and QA/QC steps with staff. Mr. Aliyazicioglu also provided QA/QC assistance with staff to ensure seamless timely
delivery of the 4-band imagery.

High Resolution Color Orthophoto, Planimetry and Contour’s Project (Mountain View, Sunnyvale, Cupertino and
Morgan Hill, CA) (2011)
DMI provided the professional services surrounding all Aerial Photogrammetry, Digital Topographic and Planimetric Mapping
(1”=40’ & 1’CI), Orthophotography, and Light Detection And Ranging (LiDAR) for multiple city limits and a landfill. Mr.
Aliyazicioglu was responsible for ensuring that all planimetric data, text annotation, and adhereing to the existing city agencies
symbology tables and cell libraries. Provided QA and QC of the 3” CDOP

Color Digital Orthophoto, LiDAR and Mapping for The SGSRP Alignment (SB and Riverside County, CA) (20142015)
DMI was contracted by PSOMAS & SPEC services to conduct aerial mapping for 16 miles. Mr. Aliyazicioglu QA/QC the imagery
and digital topographic map and delivered the final project at a mapping scale of 1”=40’ and 1’ Contours in MicroStation format.
Reviewed DTM data to ensure breaklines and mass points extended 2-3 points outside of the boundary.

High Resolution Aerial Photography, LiDAR and Mapping Project (Ventura, CA) (2015)
As a subcontractor to SPEC services and California Resource Production Corporation, DMI provided 3” Color Digital Orthophoto,
and LiDAR DEM with 1’ Contours for an area encompassing 100 square miles. Mr. Aliyazicioglu was responsible for providing
with the quality assurance and quality control of the 3” Ortho and LiDAR deliverables. Mr. Aliyazicioglu reviewed the imagery
to ensure there was no image distortion, correct overall color, no seam lines distortion, correct ortho-rectification and review
the final RMSE check on image positional accuracy. He also QA/QC the LiDAR check points with the DEM to ensure the data
was rectified to the ground per the required accuracy. Reviewed 1’ contours to ensure they were fitting correctly with spot
elevation.

On Call Imagery, LiDAR & Mapping Project for the Orange County Public Works (2014 - Current)
DMI was contracted by OCPW to conduct an aerial imagery, LiDAR and photogrametry survey. Mr. Aliyazicioglu was responsible
for QA/QC of the 3” Color Digital Orthophoto, LiDAR DEM, LiDAR Classified points, breaklines and Digital Topomap (1”=40’ &
1’CI). Programs used to QA/QC: Geoque, Image Station Geomedia, VrOne CAD Map.
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D.) REPRESENTATIVE PROJECT EXPERIENCE
Project # 1: 2019 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery (2019)
For our client, Orange County Water District (OCWD), DMI
provided 3” pixel resolution 4 band digital orthophoto imagery of
Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed area. DMI flown
approximately 84 square miles utilizing our state-of-the-art large
format Digital Mapping Camera’s (DMCIIe230) consist of 49 flight
lines and 1248 exposures. Prior to flight DMI survey team
established 44 ground control points to rectify imagery. DMI’s
staff completed the project within schedule. DMI provided
uncompressed 4 band imagery in GeoTIFF format together with
compressed MrSID file covering entire project area.
Contact Name
and Title
Phone
Email
Company Name

Marsha Westropp
Senior Planner
(714) 378-8248
mwestropp@ocwd.com
Orange County Water District

Address
Project Term
Project Amount
Project Area

18700 Ward Street, Fountain
Valley, CA 92708
2019
$55,375
84 sq miles

Project # 2: On-Call Aerial Imagery, LiDAR and Photogrammetry
Services for The OCPW (1987 – On Going) and Prado Basin Project
For 28 years, (since 1991), DMI has been contracted by Orange County
Public Works (OCPW) to provide on-call aerial surveying and LiDAR
collection services throughout Orange County, CA. DMI has completed
small to large scale mapping projects with our state of the art Z/I DMC I
and Optech LIDAR sensor equipped with Airborne GPS/IMU. These
projects includes a map scales ranging from 1”= 20’ with 0.5’ CI, 1”=40’
with 1’ CI, 1”= 50’ with 1’/2’ CI, and 1”= 100’ with 2’ CI. DMI has also provides delivery of digital terrain models,
digital elevation models, LiDAR raw point cloud, LiDAR classified point cloud, contours, breaklines, & hydroflattening.
In 2015, DMI was contracted by OCPW to conduct an aerial survey of Prado Basin located in Chino, CA. DMI was
tasked to collect aerial imagery and LiDAR data for an area of thirty-five square miles. DMI’s project manager and
certified photogrammetrist worked closely with the OCPW Land Surveying crew to establish the location of the
aerial targets and LiDAR blind controls for the project. Once the aerial targets were set, DMI’s aircrew created the
imagery and LiDAR flight plan and did a final QA/QC prior to data acquisition. Once notice to proceed was given,
DMI began acquiring the imagery and terrain data with our Digital Mapping Camera (DMC IIe 230) and Optech
Gemini LiDAR sensor. These sensors were equipped with ABGPS/IMU. DMI delivered 3: CDOP, Digital 1’ Contours
with OCPW-CAD Library Microstation format at a scale of 1” =40’, DTM files in MicroStation binary format, LiDAR
LAS 1.2, LiDAR Classification LAS 1.2, Breaklines in Mircostation and Mylar Plot.
Contact Name
and Title

Kevin Stephens | PLS

Address

Phone
Email
Company Name

(714) 967-0806
Kevin.Stephens@ocpw.ocgov.com
Orange County Public Works

Project Term
Project Amount
Project Area

300 N. Flower St, Rm 221
Santa Ana, CA 92703
2014-ongoing
$600,000.00
35 Square Miles
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Project # 3: Holy Fire Burn Area Impact Mapping – Digital Aerial Photography and
Lidar DEM (2018-2019)
For our client, Riverside County Flood Control and Water Conservation District, DMI
has provided four aerial mission to acquire aerial imagery, Lidar data collection and
deliver DEM data. DMI has flown the project area utilizing our state-of-the-art large
format Digital Mapping Camera (DMCIIe230) and Optech Gemini LiDAR sensor.
DMI delivered color imagery at 6”pixel resolution. Utilizing Lidar data (8 points per
square meter) DMI also delivered QL1 accuracy level Digital Elevation Model (DEM).
Final products were delivered in State Plane Coordinate (NAD 83).
Contact Name
and Title
Phone
Email
Company Name

Jim McNeil
Chief of Surveying and Mapping
(951)-955-1200
jmcneill@rivco.org
Riverside County Flood Control and
Water Conservation District

Project Term
Project Amount

1995 Market Street
Riverside, CA 92501
2018
$57,750

Project Area

57

Address

Project # 4: Multiple Aerial Mapping, Orthophoto & LIDAR Projects (2006 - On-Going)
For our client, Southern Nevada Water Authority (SNWA), DMI has been providing
photogrammetry, digital orthophoto imagery and LiDAR throughout regions of the Las
Vegas Valley Spring Valley, Muddy and Virgin River. DMI has flown approximately
10,000+ square miles utilizing our state-of-the-art large format Digital Mapping Camera’s
(DMC I & DMCIIe230) and Optech Gemini LiDAR sensor since 2006. DMI has collected
data over multiple resolutions ranging from 3” to 6” and has been delivering 4-band
imagery to SNWA. DMI’s most recent success for SNWA, was the aerial imagery acquisitions for Muddy and Virgin
River in 2019. DMI mobilized our Beechcraft Bonanza equipped with our new state of the art Z/I Digital Mapping
Camera (DMC IIe230) for data acquisitions. DMI’s staff completed the project ahead of schedule. DMI provided 6inch (4-Band Imagery, 8-Bit) uncompressed GeoTIFF, AT report, Meta Data.
Contact Name
and Title

Craig Hale, Supervisor, Data
Resources Division

Address

Phone
Email
Company Name

(702)-862-3730
craig.hale@snwa.com
Southern Nevada Water Authority

Project Term
Project Amount
Project Area

100 City Parkway, Suite 700
Las Vegas, Nevada 89106
2006-On Going
$5,130,000.00
10,000+ square miles

Project # 5: Multiple Aerial Mapping, Orthophoto & LIDAR Projects (2005 – On Going)
Since 2005, DMI has performed multiple mapping, orthophoto and LiDAR projects for
Resource Strategies, Inc. (RSI); DMI has delivered Color Digital orthophotos in RGB or CIR
with a resolution of 3”, 4”, 6”, 1’ & 2’ GSD covering more than 50,000+ square miles using
our state of the art DMC cameras and Optech LiDAR sensors integrated with ABGPS/IMU.
One of many DMI’s recent success with Resource Strategies came in 2015 (March 2015September 2015) when DMI was contracted by the Coachella Valley Association of
Governments (CVAG) and RSI to provide 3-inch color digital orthophotos encompassing an area of 1,226 square
miles located in Riverside County.
Contact Name
and Title
Phone
Email
Company Name

Richard Schulman

Address

(858) 735-7424
resourcestrategies@usa.net
Resource Strategies, Inc.

Project Term
Project Amount
Project Area

3952 Claremont Mesa Blvd, Suite
D San Diego, CA 92117
2005-On Going
$4,000,000.00
50,000 Sq Miles +
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DIGITAL MAPPING, INC. – FEE PROPOSAL FOR
ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT
2020 PRADO BASIN AND UPPER SANTA ANA WATERSHED AERIAL IMAGERY
RFP Due Date: May 6, 2020 5:00pm

Prepared for:
Kevin O’Toole
Senior Planner
Orange County Water District (OCWD)
18700 Ward Street
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
Phone: (714) 378-8248
kotoole@ocwd.com

1

Prepared by:
Gencaga (Gen)Aliyazicioglu
CFO & Sr Project Manager
Digital Mapping, Inc. (DMI)
21062 Brookhurst St, Suite 101
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
(714) 968-5459
gen@admap.com
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FEE PROPOSAL

May 6, 2020

May 6, 2020

Kevin O’Toole
Senior Planner
Orange County Water District (OCWD)
18700 Ward Street
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
RE: Fee Proposal for RFP – “2020 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery”
Dear Mr. O’Toole,
Digital Mapping, Inc. (DMI) is delighted to submit its “fee proposal” as follows in response to request for proposal
for “2020 Prado Basin and Upper Santa Ana Watershed Aerial Imagery” project.

Task Number

Description

Proposed Fee

1

Project Management

$2,750.00

2

Initial Flight for Quality Control (Option 1 & 2 – 3 band and infrared imagery)

$3,875.00

3

Initial Flight for Quality Control (Option 3 & 4 LiDAR imagery)

$4,750.00

4

Data Collection and Reporting (Option 1 – 3 band)

$35,125.00

5

Data Collection and Reporting (Option 2 – 3 band and infrared imagery)

$41,750.00

6

Data Collection and Reporting (Option 3 – LiDAR of only Priority Sites)

$35,750.00

7

Data Collection and Reporting (Option 4 – LiDAR of Priority and Extended Sites)

$38,750.00

Not-To-Exceed total for tasks 1, 2, 4 and 6

$77,500.00

Not-To-Exceed total for tasks 1, 2, 4 and 7

$80,500.00

Not-To-Exceed total for tasks 1, 3, 5 and 6

$85,000.00

Not-To-Exceed total for tasks 1, 3, 5 and 7

$88,000.00

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this proposal.
Sincerely,

Gencaga (Gen) Aliyazicioglu
Certified Photogrammetrist | CFO | Sr. Project Manager
Digital Mapping, Inc. (DMI)
21062 Brookhurst St, Suite 101
Huntington Beach, CA 92646
(714) 968-5459
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DATE:

June 4, 2020

TO:

Board of Directors’ Workshop - Resources

FROM:

Chris Jones, Project Manager II, Biological Resources

SUBJECT: Consider Entering into an Agreement with Riverside County Parks and Open
Space District to Fund Three Full-Time Equivalent Positions for Patrol and
Maintenance of our Tributaries Restoration Sites.

Background
Staff is requesting the Board consider an agreement with the Riverside County Parks and
Open Space District (Parks District) to fund three full-time equivalent (FTE) positions (2
Rangers, 1 Maintenance Operator). These positions are an integral component of Valley
District’s strategy, along with our HCP Partner Agencies, to proactively manage numerous
project areas vital to the success of the Upper Santa Ana River Habitat Conservation Plan
(HCP) conservation activities which includes the Tributaries Restoration Projects and the
Hidden Valley Wetlands mitigation project, which is a permit requirement for the Valley
District Cactus and Waterman Basins water recharge projects.
The three positions include two uniformed Park Ranger positions and one operator position
that will carry out patrol and maintenance of our Tributaries Restoration sites. They will also
conduct pre-construction site preparation (brush clearing, etc.) before the Hidden Valley
Creek and Wetlands restoration projects begin construction in late 2020/2021. All three of
these positions are expected to provide multiple benefits to Valley District and HCP related
projects. Rangers would conduct regular (i.e. daily) patrols of project areas of value to the
HCP and Valley District. These primarily include six different tributaries to the Santa Ana
River that form one of the cornerstones of the conservation strategy for the Santa Ana
sucker, the Hidden Valley wetlands, and education and outreach facilities at the Louis
Robidoux Parkland (formerly known as the Louis Robidoux Nature Center) and the nature
center at the Hidden Valley Wildlife Area. Regular patrols, in marked vehicles with uniformed
officers, are intended to mitigate the potential for establishment of large unauthorized
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homeless encampments that could limit the ability of the sites to provide the habitat benefits
needed to meet the goals and objectives of the HCP and relevant biological opinions. Data
has shown that the regular presence of marked vehicles, with uniformed rangers limit the
abundance of large, impactful camps that become established in the River wilderness areas
(see attached map).
Prior to construction, the goal of these patrols will be to eliminate homeless encampments
within the Hidden Valley restoration areas before we start our restoration activities. Before
construction, unauthorized camps will be removed by the Parks District crew, although it will
require coordination amongst several entities, including the City of Riverside and Riverside
County Flood Control District at certain locations. During and after construction, the regular
patrols are intended to discourage camps from reforming due to the daily presence of
officers. The patrols are also planned to provide an element of safety for potential trail
patrons, biological monitors, and our Valley District/HCP staff during and following the
construction of the tributary restoration projects.
Another component of our strategy to reduce homeless camp establishment is the presence
of responsible public after the restoration occurs. Each of the tributary restoration projects
and the wetland mitigation project has a trail system designed into the project or within very
close proximity to the restoration areas. Similar reserves and open space areas have had
success with keeping out unauthorized camps due to regular use by hikers, joggers, or folks
that want to take a leisurely stroll with their families. The goal here is to “shine a bright light”
on areas that were once out of site and out of mind. A huge added benefit to utilizing the
Parks District Rangers is that they are savvy ecologists and biologists and can act as regular
eyes and ears for Valley District’s Biological Resources Staff to utilize for valuable
information needed to make management decisions for our restoration and mitigation sites.
The operator position is proposed to help with site clearing and maintenance. One of the first
tasks for the tributary restoration and wetland mitigation projects will be clearing and
grubbing of existing vegetation. For both tributary restoration and wetland mitigation
projects, clearing will be selective. The knowledge of the native plants plus the relationships
and communication systems already present between the Parks District rangers and
operators will help reduce the risk of accidental clearing of plants that were intended to
remain in place. Operators can also work with rangers to manage invasive, exotic plant
species on the fringes of our restoration and mitigation project sites to reduce the risk of
spread into our sites and help remove debris and trash from unauthorized camps. Following
construction, Parks District operators can help with maintenance of restoration and mitigation
sites. Working with the rangers and operators now will enable the Valley District staff set a
foundation for working together in the future that will be important to the management of
mitigation and HCP related sites that are either owned or maintained by the Parks District.
Valley District staff has worked with Parks District Staff to understand potential costs
associated with funding the 3 FTE positions and ensuring they have the appropriate means
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to complete the work they are expected to accomplish. A total annual cost of $268,000 will
provide funding for two senior Ranger positions and one Operator, and also provide funding
to aid in the management of unauthorized camps for one year. A more detailed cost
estimate is provided below. The initial agreement would be for one year in order to assess
the effectiveness of our approach and refine the needs for a long-term agreement.
Table 1. Itemized cost description for 3 needed FTE positions and necessary related costs for one year.

Position

Fully Burdened
Cost

# of
Positions/Units

Ranger
Operator
Homeless Clean Up-Roll Offs
PPE
Vehicle

$89,000.00
$60,000.00
$8,000.00
$2,000.00
$20,000.00

2
1
1
1
1

Total

$178,000.00
$60,000.00
$8,000.00
$2,000.00
$20,000.00
Totals $268,000.00

The costs associated with the restoration and mitigation projects that these Ranger and
Operator positions are intended to protect and maintain represent a significant investment of
over $16,000,000 by Valley District and all HCP partners on environmental restoration and
mitigation.
Table 2 *SARCCUP Tributary Restoration Projects include the restoration of Hidden Valley Creek, Lower Hole Creek, Anza
Creek, and Old Ranch Creek for which we received approximately $4 million in Prop 84 funding. ** The Hidden Valley
Wetlands Mitigation Project provides mitigation for spreading activities at Waterman and Cactus Basins.

Restoration/Mitigation Projects Within Patrol Area
SARCCUP Tributary Restoration Projects *
Sunnsylope Creek Restoration (Louis Robidoux Nature
Center)
Evans Creek Restoration
Hidden Valley Wetlands Mitigation Project **
Totals

Cost Estimate
$10,000,000.00
$3,000,000.00
$2,000,000.00
$1,500,000.00
$16,500,000.00

Funding Ranger and Operator positions is a proactive approach to protecting and
maintaining our investments in our mitigation projects. In comparison, a cleanup last
summer that removed a large compound of homeless encampments from the Upper Hole
Creek area cost the City of Riverside over $250,000 for a one-time removal. We believe that
it is much more cost-effective to fund Ranger positions to continuously patrol our areas of
interest in order to limit establishment rather than continually be cleaning up and repairing
damage at our restoration sites.
The annual cost of these positions has been accounted for in the HCP’s Implementation
budget model as a “contract staff” cost which is necessary for successful implementation of
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the HCP. In future years, the HCP Implementation Entity (proposed to be a Joint Powers
Authority) will hold a multi-year agreement with Riverside County Parks District. However, in
advance of our restoration activities, for FY 2020/2021, Valley District would hold the
agreement on behalf of the HCP Partners. Our HCP partners would reimburse Valley District
approximately 60% of this cost based on Implementation Agreement and the Funding
Agreement, which will be considered for approval by each HCP Partner agency later this
summer.
If the concept is approved by the Board today, staff will work with Valley District legal counsel
to prepare an agreement for your consideration at a future Board of Directors regular
meeting.
Fiscal Impact
The cost estimate to fund 3 the three FTE positions is $268,000. The HCP partners would
reimburse 60% of the cost of this to Valley District or $160,800. Therefore, the fiscal impact
to Valley District would be $107,200. If approved, Staff will include a line item in the
2020/2021 Budget for this item.
Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends the Board request a funding agreement with Riverside County Parks and
Open Space District, in the amount of $268,000, be placed on a future Board of Directors’
regular meeting agenda for consideration.
Attachment
1) Map of Restoration and Mitigation Projects
2) Map of Unauthorized Camps
3) Photographs of Unauthorized Camps
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National Geographic, Esri, Garmin, HERE, UNEP-WCMC, USGS, NASA, ESA, METI, NRCAN, GEBCO, NOAA, increment P Corp.
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Photographs of Unauthorized Camps
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DATE:

June 4, 2020

TO:

Board of Directors’ Workshop - Resources

FROM:

Heather Dyer, General Manager

SUBJECT:

Director Requests for Consideration

On April 21, 2020, the Board approved a standardized process for consideration of individual
Director requests. The process to submit requests is intended to promote discussion and
consensus by the Board regarding activities that are appropriate uses of staff time and other
District resources.
The attached forms have been submitted by one or more Directors requesting activities or
discussion topics that require either dedicated staff time or District resources in order to carry
out. These activities will be considered by the Board and further direction will be provided to
staff.

Fiscal Impact
There is no immediate fiscal impact related to consideration of these items.

Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends that the Board consider the following requests and provide direction to staff
on each item.
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
I.

5/27/20

Reset Form

Board of Directors

June Hayes
Director’s Request for Consideration by Board

Director’s Requested Activity to be Considered by the Board:

I would like to see our emergency manual be updated to reflect pandemic as a
consideration. Important in this is any other emergency that would require us to use
teleconferencing. I would also like to see the role of the board included in the manual.

II.

Discussion of Activity’s Value to Valley District and/or the Board:

We have done an excellent job, thanks to Melissa and other staff, in responding to the
COVID crisis, but the purpose of the manual is to assure we have a plan for any
imaginable emergency. We now have a new procedure to add--meetings and ops, etc
when we are confined for whatever reason. Also the manual (as far as I have read) does
not discuss the role of board members in emergencies. The board really should have a
role.

III.

Estimated Staff Time Required (to be completed by Staff):

Approximately 10 - 12 hours of staff time to consider potential emergency issues, bring
issues to a workshop for discussion by BOD, and update the manual accordingly.
IV.

Estimated Cost or Use of District Resources (to be completed by Staff):

Approximately 10-12 hours of staff time and incidental costs to add new printed pages to
each manual.

V.

Possible Modification or Suggested Alternative:

TO BE COMPLETED BY STAFF OR POTENTIALLY MODIFIED DURING WORKSHOP
BASED ON DIRECTOR INPUT
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
I.

5/27/20

Reset Form

Board of Directors

June Hayes
Director’s Request for Consideration by Board

Director’s Requested Activity to be Considered by the Board:

I would like to see an annual routine review of director's compensation at the time of the
wages and benefits. This is not to imply that compensation would be changed, just
reviewed.

II.

Discussion of Activity’s Value to Valley District and/or the Board:

Review of the compensation packet would make sure we and the public have an
awareness of our package.

III.

Estimated Staff Time Required (to be completed by Staff):

Approximately 2 hours of Cindy Saks' time to complete a review of Directors'
compensation and prepare a staff memo for a BOD workshop.
IV.

Estimated Cost or Use of District Resources (to be completed by Staff):

Approximately 2 hours staff time.

V.

Possible Modification or Suggested Alternative:

TO BE COMPLETED BY STAFF OR POTENTIALLY MODIFIED DURING WORKSHOP
BASED ON DIRECTOR INPUT
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
I.

5/27/20

Reset Form

Board of Directors

June Hayes
Director’s Request for Consideration by Board

Director’s Requested Activity to be Considered by the Board:

Consider training 1-2 Board members and 1-2 staff members participate in a cultural
intelligence training, which would lead to 1-2 of these District representatives being able
to train others others in cultural intelligence

II.

Discussion of Activity’s Value to Valley District and/or the Board:

We do not have a highly diverse staff and board--one that reflects the diversity of the
population we serve. We can compensate for that by hiring to obtain that diversity but
that does not guarantee the best person for the job is selected. Training staff and board
in cultural diversity would compensate for our lack of diversity and provide for our ability
to be culturally aware and sensitive. Cost per person would be about $2500 for the basic
training and the same amount for the trainer program. Once we have 1-2 people trained
as trainers, those people could train the rest of the staff and maybe train interested
retailers, etc.

III.

Estimated Staff Time Required (to be completed by Staff):
This is a two-day training that occurs online. Estimated staff time to participate is 16 hours x 2
employees.

IV.

Estimated Cost or Use of District Resources (to be completed by Staff):
Cost is $2,695/person.

V.

Possible Modification or Suggested Alternative:

TO BE COMPLETED BY STAFF OR POTENTIALLY MODIFIED DURING WORKSHOP
BASED ON DIRECTOR INPUT
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
I.

5/27/20

Reset Form

Board of Directors

June Hayes
Director’s Request for Consideration by Board

Director’s Requested Activity to be Considered by the Board:

I would propose that the firm that trains in parliamentary procedure via the program
Jurassic Parliament present a seminar for our board and interested retailers (at a
minimal fee to them)

II.

Discussion of Activity’s Value to Valley District and/or the Board:

Good parliamentary procedures help meetings move along and help board members
resolve differences and concerns as objectively as possible. While I believe that we do a
very good job in our meetings, we can always improve. This training would hone our
skills, and, if we invite retailers, our costs would be lower and we could provide the
opportunity for the retailers to hone their skills as well.

III.

Estimated Staff Time Required (to be completed by Staff):

Approximately 3-5 hours to support coordination of the workshop, especially if outside
participants engage in the workshop.
IV.

Estimated Cost or Use of District Resources (to be completed by Staff):

There are webinar and live workshop (in-person) options. Staff has reached out to
Jurassic Parliament to obtain a cost estimate for a workshop.

V.

Possible Modification or Suggested Alternative:

TO BE COMPLETED BY STAFF OR POTENTIALLY MODIFIED DURING WORKSHOP
BASED ON DIRECTOR INPUT
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DATE:
TO:
FROM:
SUBJECT:
I.

6/4/20

Reset Form

Board of Directors

June Hayes
Director’s Request for Consideration by Board

Director’s Requested Activity to be Considered by the Board:

I am distressed that WVWD would see fit to evaluate our agency’s Public Relations,
grade us, and place this information in a public document. I would like the Board to
consider a letter addressing the unprofessionalism of this type of behavior on their part.

II.

Discussion of Activity’s Value to Valley District and/or the Board:

Not only did WVWD evaluate Valley district but they evaluated 9 other agencies. They
did not take into consideration the different goals of the various agencies and clearly
don’t understand the role of a water wholesaler.

III.

Estimated Staff Time Required (to be completed by Staff):

Approximately 1-hour administrative time by Kristeen Farlow and Heather Dyer to
prepare and review letter.
IV.

Estimated Cost or Use of District Resources (to be completed by Staff):

None other than staff time.

V.

Possible Modification or Suggested Alternative:

None
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